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(ABSTRACT)

The objective of this research is to develop and implement a method for fault simulation that
considers bridging faults in CMOS circuits that are tested using supply current monitoring. The
discussion is restricted to single fault detection in CMOS combinational circuits. A CMOS circuit

V
is represented by a two·level hierarchy. At the higher level, the circuit is partitioned into modules
based on the circuit layout. Each module is represented at the lower level by a switch-level graph.
This representation has the advantage of structural accuracy at the lower level and efficient logic
propagation at the higher level. Based on a module’s switch-level graph, an exhaustive list of
bridging faults corresponding to certain physical defects can be derived. Fault collapsing techniques
are used to optimize the exhaustive fault list. There are two major processes in this bridging fault
simulation program, logic simulation and fault sensitization at switch level. The simulation pro-
gram uses preprocessing and bit-wise parallelism to minimize computation time. At the end of fault
simulation, a fault coverage and fault matrices suitable for test grading and fault diagnosis are
produced for each test set.

This research also identiiies types of CMOS modules and uses them to analyze test generation
for bridging faults. The completeness and minimality of switch-level test sets are considered for
general series-parallel (GSP) modules.

Finally, several single-module circuits are sirnulated using gate-level, switch-level and random
L

test sets, and their effectiveness is compared.
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Chapter 1 . Introduction

Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology is widely used for large scale

integration (LSI) and very large scale integration (VLSI) integrated circuits (ICs). Important char-

acteristics such as low static power consumption, excellent noise immunity and high density have

contributed to its success. Modern computer-aided design and test (CAD/T) tools have also been

instrumental in the advance of CMOS technology. Increasing circuit complexity and the shrinking

design and fabrication cycle lead to greater demands for quality and reliability controls for CMOS

IC’s [1,2].

Manufacturing imperfections can compromise an IC’s functional performance by creating open

or short faults. Some process instabilities can be easily detected and corrected, while others require

sophisticated test systems [3,4]. Certain defects are more likely to occur than others and the push

for higher chip density has led to an increase in the frequency of defects that result in bridging faults.

· Studies indicate that bridging faults are responsible for at least half of all failures [5,6]. An under·

standing of the failure mechanisms that cause bridging faults is therefore essential for developing

effective computer-aided test programs.

A fault model, an abstraction of physical defects in the circuit, is used in generating test vectors,

and also in grading the test sets by fault simulation. Physically realistic fault models for CMOS

circuits must be closely related to the fabrication technology and to the circuit layout. Researchers

Chapter l. Introduction l
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Vare examining switch-level fault models to replace the conventional gate-level line stuck-at fault
model [9,10,11]. This new approach is superior in preserving certain transistor characteristics
without paying the price of analog circuit computations.

In the past, fault simulators provided the fault coverage of a given test set by determining the
ratio of detected faults to all specified faults. In an expanded role, a fault simulator may also [7]:

• identify undetected faults to improve a test set,

· • create a fault dictionary useful for diagnostic purposes, I

• analyze circuit testability,
• perform logic simulation,
• evaluate random vectors for testing, and .
• compare different testing schemes.

Fault simulation, despite its importance to quality and reliability, is often bypassed due to long
execution time, lack of understanding, and high cost [8]. The issue of speed is particularly critical
for large circuits. Fast simulation can be approached through concurrent, deductive, and parallel l

algorithms
[7].Theobjective of this research is to develop and implement a method for fault simulation
thatconsiderssupply current testing of bridging faults in CMOS combinational circuits and supports
modeling accuracy and execution speed. Supply current testing is a technique that observes the
lealcage current in a CMOS circuit ir1 order to detect short faults for which conventional techniques

are ineffective. Supply current testing is discussed in Chapter 3. Using the simulation program, the
effectiveness of gate-level, switch-level, and random pattem test sets for testing bridging faults is
studied. The completeness and minimality of test sets for bridging faults in CMOS circuits are also

discussed. This research is restricted to single fault detection in combinational CMOS circuits and

only intra-module bridging faults described in Chapter 3 are considered.

A hierarchical circuit representation is used where the transistor layout of each CMOS module l

is described at the switch-level while the inputs and outputs of individual modules are connected i
globally at a higher level. This representation allows logic propagation at a high level for speed, ,

Chapter l. Introduction 2 l
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and fault sensitization at a low level for accuracy. The switch-level model is modified from Bryant’s
graph-based model [ll]. Fault sensitization is determined from the logic simulation results of a
good circuit; both fault injection and fault propagation are eliminated. Preprocessing is employed

to increase the processing efficiency and to enable bit-wise parallelism ir1 the simulation program.
Circuit partitioning in terms of modules and their processing order are specified by the user. The
preprocessing step also includes the extraction of .essential characteristics from the switch-level
graph of each module type.

For the experiments, a PODEM·based test generation program, Mahjong [12], is used to supply
gate-level test vectors for line stuck-at faults. At the switch-level, a minimal complete leakage test
set (MCLTS) based on a graph·theoretic algorithm by Malaiya and Su [31] is derived when appli-
cable. Chapter 4 of this thesis presents another graph-based switch-level test set and also derives a
lower limit for the size of test sets that have 100 percent fault coverage. The set so derived is called
the Minimal test set for a module when it has 100 percent fault coverage; otherwise, it is called the

Near-Minimal test set when additional test vectors are needed for it to achieve 100 percent coverage.
Random test pattems are also included in the experiments. Fault coverages and size of the different
test sets are compared.

Following this introduction, Chapter 2 presents a survey of important circuit models using dif-
ferent levels of representation. Special attention is given to switch-level models. Chapter 3 looks
at failure mechanisms for CMOS technology, the supply current testing technique, and the types
of bridging faults addressed by this thesis. Bridging faults, as considered in this research, are defined.
With the circuit model and testing technique specified, Chapter 4 presents the algorithm for bridging
fault simulation. It also includes analysis of test generation for certain classes of CMOS circuits.
Algorithm implementation is then discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes the fault simulation
experiments and results. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes these results and suggests directions for

future research.

Chapter 1. Introduction 3



Chapter 2. Representation of CMOS Circuits

The purpose of this chapter is to survey circuit models, which are represented at four levels of

abstraction, and to highlight some of the important characteristics of CMOS circuits relevant to this

research. The merits and drawbacks of each category are mentioned and in particular, Bryant’s

switch-level graph is discussed.

2.1 Levels ofAbstraction

The objective of circuit modeling for computer·aided test programs is to describe a circuit in

terms of simple primitives. Four levels of abstraction are widely used in circuit models: functional

or behavioral, gate, switch, and circuit. These four abstraction levels are ranked in accordance to

their departure from the physical structure of the circuit. It should be noted that two or more levels

of abstraction may be used in a single process, and mixed-level simulators have been developed

[13,14].

Chapter 2. Representation of CMOS Circuits ‘ 4
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2.1.1 Functional or Behavioral-Level Representation

The highest level of abstraction is the functional or behavioral level. Some differences do exist

between functional and behavioral models, but for the purposes of this discussion they are effec-

tively the same. A representation at this level gives a general behavioral description of a circuit in

terms of functional blocks such as counters, shifters, decoders, multiplexers and even complete chips

[15]. The output behavior of each functional block is based on the inputs and internal state. The

internal organization, however, is not specified. Complex designs can be represented by a few

blocks and fast evaluation can be employed for analysis and simulation. This high speed simulation

is ideal for early design and testability Verification. A circuit at this level is often described using a

hardware description language (HDL) [15,16].

A behavioral fault model represents a failure in a VLSI design as a deliberate perturbation in-

jected into the fault-free behavioral description. The injected fault may be an incorrect variable

value, incorrect behavioral or functional description, or a combination of these [15,17]. Such

models may be derived from actual observed failures in complex VLSI designs [18]. Circuit tech-

nology is not considered to any significant extent. Moreover, intemal fault modes and detailed

timing cannot be represented.

Since the intemal structure is not known, some likely faults may be overlooked while unlikely

faults may be injected. Therefore, the completeness and effectiveness of the fault list, and thus the

test vectors, cannot be assured. Moreover, finding the cause of a known fault behavior, i.e., fault

diagnosis, can be difficult since different defects can cause the same fault behavior. For CMOS fault

simulation, the main drawback of functional and behavioral models is their lack of accuracy and

their poor support of fault diagnosis.

Chapter 2. Representation of CMOS Circuits 51
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2.1.2 Gate-Level Representation

Gate-level modeling is a well-understood concept originally developed for TTL technology and

is widely used in many existing fault simulators [19]. The principle primitives are boolean logic

gates that operate on binary signals. The set of primitives consists of functions such as AND,

NAND, OR, NOR, NOT, and XOR. A circuit is modeled as a connected set of primitive gates.

Faults are modeled by assuming that the cormecting lines between logic gates are stuck at logic 1

or logic 0. Three well-known gate-level algorithms for test generation are the D·3.lgOI‘1tl1ID [20,21],

l PODEM [21], and FAN [21].

Again, because gate-level representations are independent of the transistor topology and the

technology used, many CMOS failure modes cannot be represented, while irrelevant faults may be

introduced [3,5]. Consider the function, f = { (I, + l,) • I, + L, • L, + I, }’, whose gate-level ab-

straction and transistor layout are depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. Gate-level

stuck-at faults are difficult to relate to physical defects in the circuit layout. For example, there is

no direct indication as to what kind of physical defects constitute stuck-at faults at lines 7, 8, and

9 in Figure 1, or if they correspond to any physical defects at all.
‘

On the other hand, a physical defect such as a break in the diffusion layer or a missing transistor

channel between point 1 and point 2 in Figure 2 may cause the output to have an indeterminate

value depending on the severity of the defect and the test vector applied. A break in the conducting

material between point 2 and point 3 may also result in an indeterminate output logic value. An-

other example is that an extra conducting layer bridging point 4 and point 5 could cause an inde-

terminate output logic value or create a conducting path between VM and K,. These defects have

no line stuck-at equivalents at the gate-level.

Chapter 2. Represcntation of CMOS Circuits 6
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2.1.3 Switch-Level Representation

Switch-level models have been used to represent CMOS circuits more accurately than gate-level

models [22,23,24]. These models provide a direct representation of the transistor structure, but at

the same time greatly sirnplify the electrical behavior by treating each transistor as a simple switch,

controlled by the voltage at its gate terminal. The source and drain terminals of a switch are called

nodes; a CMOS circuit is then modeled as a set of nodes connected by switches. Important phe-

nomena such as bidirectionality of signal flow, dynamic charge storage and sharing, and resistance

ratios can be modelled at this level. Most switch-level models represent node voltages and

capacitances by discrete logo levels, and different timing units may be used [22]. This close corre-

spondence to the physical layout and technology perrnits a more realistic representation of CMOS

circuits and defects. Switch-level fault modeling is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

2.1.4 Circuit-Level Representation

The circuit level is the lowest level of representation. A set of connected elements such as

4 transistors, resistors, and capacitors forms a circuit. Detailed electrical analysis can be performed.

The ability to do analog analysis of current, voltage, and timing makes it the most accurate of all

representations. A circuit simulator, such as SPICE [13,25], is commonly used for precise evalu-

ation of circuits that are relatively small. However, the trade·off for this accuracy is slow speed.

Therefore, a circuit-level model is not suitable for eilicient fault simulation.

Chapter 2. Representation of CMOS Circuits 9lV



2.2 Bryant’s Switch-Level Model

Switch·level models coxrespond more closely to CMOS circuit structures than gate-level models
and can be processed with better speed than circuit-level models. Several switch-level models have
been proposed for describing and sirnulating MOS circuits [3,10,26,27]. The pseudo-boolean rep-
resentation in Hayes’s Connector-Switch·Attenuator (CSA) model allows Very accurate low-levelT
circuit simulation [26]. Its computation complexity is a major drawback. The Node·Switch-Wire
(NSW) model, developed by El-Ziq [3], is a highly simpliiied switch-level model where a transistor
or a wire connects a pair of nodes. Every node is assumed to have a logical neighborhood of four
other nodes: northem, eastem, western, and southem (NEWS). A NEWS tracing technique is de-
veloped to propagate sensitized faults within a CMOS module. In general, the graph-based
switch—level model developed by Bryant [27] has wide application because of its accuracy and sim-
plicity.

In Bryant’s switch-level model, a circuit is represented by a switch-level graph, G = { T,N },
where T is a set of transistors and N is a set of nodes. A transistor has three terminals named gate,
source, and drain. The source and drain terminals are conditionally connected by the state of the
gate terminal. Every transistor is a bidirectional device and is given a strength that indicates its
relative conductance. Two types of transistors are needed in a CMOS logic gate. An n-channel
transistor is modeled by a positive switch, one that turns on when its gate terminal has a logic value
of l, and a p-channel transistor is modeled by a negative switch, one that conducts when the gate
terminal is 0. A node is either an input node or a storage node. Examples of input nodes include
the two supply sources, VM and IQ, as well as any clock or external data inputs; these are strong
signals unatfected by changes occurring within the circuit. The storage nodes behave like capacitors
by retaining their states as a result of circuit operation. Each storage node has a state in the ternary
set {0, 1, X}, where l and 0 are the usual high and low Voltage levels, and X is an indeterminate

Voltage. A storage node is also assigned a size that indicates its capacitance relative to other
charge-sharing nodes. For most CMOS circuits, neither the relative transistor strengths nor the

Chapter 2. Representation of CMOS Circuits 10I



relative storage node sizes are significant, so one strength and one size can be used. Detailed circuit

timing can also be avoided to improve simulation efliciency. The switch-level model used in this

research is simpliiied from the model just described and is disoussed in Chapter 4.

2.3 CMOS Chamcteristics

Some characteristics of CMOS circuits are introduced in this section as background for later

discussion. In this research, a CMOS module is a block of transistors that implement a boolean

logo function and is connected to the power supply, Vdd, and ground, K,. There are two disjoint

networks called the P-network and the N-network for each CMOS module. The N-network is a

pull-down network of n-channel transistors connecting the output to ground, K,. The P-network

is a pull-up network of p-channel transistors connecting the output to the power supply, VJ,. A

simple CMOS module belongs to the set { NAND, NOT, NOR }, and a complex CMOS module

is one that has no primitive boolean logc gate equivalent.

For a fully complementary CMOS gate, each p-channel transistor in the P-network and a dual

n·channel transistor in the N-network are always in complementary modes, i.e., if one is turned on,

the other is off. There is also a pair of dual transmission functions, f" for the N-network, andffor

the P-network. For a fault—free CMOS module, its output is always connected to either VJ, via the

P-network, or K, via the N-network, but not both, at all times except during switching, The output

may be temporarily linked to both Vd, and K, during switohing. Since a non·conducting transistor

has an extremely high resistance between the source and drain, a conduction path between the

power supply and ground is prevented. Except during switching, the steady-state leakage current,

1,,,, is extremely small. A temary logic value is necessary for CMOS circuit models since shorts,

transient or permanent, may lead to an uncertain output state that is neither high nor low.

Chapter 2. Representation of CMOS Circuits ll l
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2.4 Summary

Four important circuit representations were briefly reviewed for their performance in CMOS
circuit representation and simulation. Switch-level models provide logical abstractions that are in
close correspondence with the physical structure of CMOS circuits. The switch-level model de-
veloped by Bryant offers accuracy, simplicity, and generality. Finally, important CMOS circuit

C
characteristics that have bearing on this research were pointed out.

Chapter 2. Representation of CMOS Circuits I2 }
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Chapter 3. Failure Mechanisms and Testing of

CMOS Circuits

Fault modes are usually a function of technology and circuit design. Recent studies of CMOS

physical defects and their impact on circuit behavior have revealed new non·classical switch-level
faults [5,28,29]. Especially prevalent are physical defects that cause unwanted conductance in a
circuit. In this research, these are collectively called bridgirzg faults. Like conventional gate-level

fault simulators, existing switch-level fault simulators support testing based on logic observation.

However, such logic-domain testing may be unsatisfactory for detecting bridging faults in CMOS

circuits [10,25,30,3l]. As an alternative testing approach, quiescent power supply current or ldd

current measurement can be used to effectively detect bridging faults [30,32,33].

3.1 Physical Dcfects

ICs are very susceptible to process instabilities and contamination during fabrication. These
process errors may lead to malfunctions at the circuit level. Physical defects are broadly classilied

Chapter 3. Failure Mechanisms and Testing of CMOS Circuits I3I



as global or localized. Extensive tears in materials, mask misalignments, overlapped or discontin-

uous materials, and severe control errors are possible causes for global defects. Global defects are

spread over multiple ICs, usually making them easy to detect. Localized defects are often caused

by extra or missing material in a relatively small region within a single IC. Unlike global defects,

the effects of local defects can be more subtle. Hence, the focus of fault detection is on these lo-

calized defects.

A fault is a deviation from a specified circuit behavior as a result of changes due to defects in

the circuit. Several defects may cause the same effect, while several different effects may share a

common cause. Without a clear understanding of defects at the low level, failure mechanisms are

difficult to identify. Fortunately, not all localized defects are critical at the logic level. For instance,

extra metal deposited in a neighborhood of non-conducting material does not cause a fault. Re-

searchers have classified important localized defects by their characteristics [3,4,10]. Ferguson and

Shen combine statistical data from fabrication lines with IC layout extraction in a systematic tech-

nique called Inductive Fault Analysis (IFA) [5,6]. The effects of gate oxide shorts on CMOS circuit

reliability are reported in the work of Charles and Jerry [29]. Other investigations of non·c1assical

faults in CMOS ICs are presented in [23,28,31].

The most significant failure modes are characterized as either opens or bridges in the circuit.

A bridge results in unwanted conductance, whereas the absence of needed conductance marks the

occurrence of an open fault. The transistor stuck·off fault prevents transistor conductance, while

the transistor stuck-on fault causes the transistor to conduct regardless of the input at the gate ter-

minal. In particular, missing polysilicon can cause a transistor to be stuck·on, and extra deposits

of conducting material or inadequate deposit of insulating material at critical regions can cause other

types of bridging faults. Gate·oxide contamination, pin holes, and p-well errors can also contribute

to undesired bridging faults. Breaks due to extra insulating material or missing conducting material

may cause unwanted open faults. Moreover, new transistors may be created as a result of extra

polysilicon crossing the diifusion layer.

Chapter 3. Failure Mechanisms and Testing of CMOS Circuits 14 I‘ I



3.2 Bridging Faults

Much of the attention on CMOS fault analysis has focused on transistor stuck·open faults

[8,28]. However, the results of the IFA studies of commercial CMOS circuits indicate that tran-

sistor stuck-off faults constitute a relatively small percentage of occurring faults [5,6]. The study

further suggests that half of the occurring faults can be attributed to short faults in general [5].

Clearly, bridging faults should have a substantial impact on CMOS circuit test and are discussed

below in more detail.

Since CMOS bridging faults are the primary focus for this research, all faults in the rest of the

discussion refer to bridging faults which are classified into three categories. At the transistor level,

any short between two distinct circuit nodes is called a general short. A special case of this general

short is called a transistor stuck—on fault where the two nodes are the source and drain terminals

of a transistor. An input short occurs when a transistor’s gate terminal is shorted with any one of

the circuit nodes. A special case for the input short is when a gate terminal is shorted to a power

supply node, VM or V„ , with the same effect as the classical line stuck-at faults. Faults are also

classified according to their location. An inter-module fault is a bridging fault involving two differ-

ent modules of a circuit, while an intra-module fault is limited to input gate terminals and circuit

nodes within a single module. Layout proximity has a profound influence on the likelihood of fault

occurrence. Therefore, a weighted fault list based on the likelihood of fault occurrence is realistic

and advantageous for fault simulation. Figure 3 illustrates the three types of bridging faults con-

sidered in this work.

Chapter 3. Failure Mechanisms and Testing of CMOS Circuits I5 ]
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Figure 3. Types of bridging faults: (1) general short, (2) transistor stuck-on, (3) input short.
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3.3 Supply Current Testing

Detailed examinations of bridging faults and their behavior modes have been conducted [33,34].
When two circuit nodes which otherwise should have opposite logic values are shorted, an ohmic
path conneoting Vdd and V}, is created, causing a large [dd current to be drawn. The faulty circuit
can also suffer from increased propagation delay as a result of the voltage divider caused by the
short [25]. Depending on the resistance value of the short, the logcal output can become unpre-
dictable. A bridge with a very high resistance will have little influence over the normal logic output.
If the resistance is very low, it may gve rise to a classical stuck-at fault. For intermediate resist-
ances, the logic output may be at a level that is neither a logic 1 nor a logo 0, and the interpretation
of the signal by subsequent devices is unpredictable. This unpredictability renders conventional
logc-domain testing ineffective for some bridgng faults [25,30,33]. Therefore, [dd current testing

may be better suited for bridgng fault detection. Some of the merits of current mode testing are

listed below.

• A wider range of short resistances can be detected with current testing compared to the
two-cycle propagation delay measurement [25].

• Current testing allows the early detection of non·logcal faults that may lead to future
failures [29,33].

• Excessive current is easily distinguished from normal leakage current, therefore providing

high resolution [35].
• Existing parametric testing techniques can be adjusted to support current testing [30].

e

• Intemal transistors are accessible without requiring that extra pins be added for testing.

The major drawback to this approach is the relatively long testing time and the need for a de-

cision procedure for fault identification. A set-theoretic approach, suggested by Malaiya [31], can
be employed to determine the parametric condition of a circuit under test. The testing time can

}
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be reduced by limiting the size of test sets and by using a shorter fault list. Test grading through
fault simulation and fault collapsing techniques are therefore essential to minimize 1,,,, test time.

3.4 Switch-Level Fault Simulators

Most physical failures in CMOS IC’s are electrical shorts and opens that cannot be simulated
by traditional fault simulators that use a gate-level circuit model and a line stuck-at fault model.
The characteristics of MOS technology have led to new switch-level fault simulators with irnproved
simulation accuracy. Most of the switch-level fault simulators support logic-domain test techniques
and some are also able to support timing simulation.

Among the pioneers is FMOSSIM [36], a switch-level fault simulator for general MOS circuits.
Although FMOSSIM is faster than circuit simulators by as much as two orders of magnitude, its
complete svvitch·leve1 representation causes it to be signiiicantly slower than gate-level simulators.
Other disadvantages include the inherent lirnitations of logic-domain test techniques for bridging
faults and cumbersome fault injection.

CSASIM [37] is another switch-level simulator for general CMOS circuits based on the CSA
model. Multiple logic values are used. The use of primitive elements such as resistors and
capacitors makes it very accurate and capable of detecting delay faults. On the other hand, the ~
detailed simulation is very time consuming. Like FMOSSIM, fault injection is required.

Both FMOSSIM and CSASIM lack simulation efliciency. To improve speed, concurrent hi-
erarchical fault simulators have been designed. MOTIS [38] is a fast fault simulator. It supports

multi·leve1 circuit representations that range from switch-level to functional-level. A CMOS circuit
is partitioned into several modules each ofwhich is represented using a low level representation such
as a gate or switch-level model. Both generic inter-module and intra-module faults can be modeled.

High speed is achieved through fast logic and fault propagation at a higher level of abstraction.
The main drawback of this simulator is also its limitation to logic-domain test techniques.
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CHIEFS [14] is another concurrent hierarchical fault simulator. It supports direct simulation

from the hierarchical description without having to convert to the level of primitives. The user has

to create an extensive fault library for each circuit to be simulated. A separate simulator with timing

capability or a circuit·level simulator such as SPICE is needed to provide accurate fault descriptions.

This can be cumbersome and the completeness of a fault library is questionable, especially for large

circuits. This simulator is also restricted to the logic-domain testing.

Special-purpose hardware has also been developed to improve both the accuracy and speed of

fault simulation. The Yorktown Simulation Engine switch-level simulator, running on the parallel

Yorktown Simulation Engine (YSE) [39], has impressive speed. However, it also depends on

logic-domain test techniques.

The objective of this research is to develop an efficient fault simulation program that has the

following characteristics:

• switch-level circuit representation,
• processing of realistic bridging faults,
• simple fault specification,
• supply current testing, and
• fast execution.

It should be noted that the fault simulator developed in this research has its own limitations. lt
U

considers only current mode test, bridging faults, and combinational circuits. Also, pass transistors

are not considered.
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3.5 Summary

Failure mechanisms for ICs are technology and layout dependent. Therefore, realistic fault
models for CMOS combinational circuits should consider these two factors. The IFA study has
indicated that the percentage of transistor stuck-off faults is relatively small compared to bridging
faults. Conventional logic-domain testing may be inadequate for detecting bridging faults. [dd cur-
rent monitoring, however, is well suited for detecting bridging faults in most CMOS circuits and is
a promising test technique. Existing switch-level simulators are either very precise and time con-
suming or cannot handle bridging faults appropriately. In the next chapter, a bridging fault simu-
lation program is proposed.
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Chapter 4. Analysis and Simulation of Bridging

Faults

In this chapter, a two-level hierarchical model for CMOS circuits is presented. A circuit is

partitioned into modules at the higher level, and individual modules are described by switch·level
graphs at the lower level. This chapter focuses on the methods used for fault·free logic simulation,
exhaustive fault list generation, and fault sensitization in a module at switch level. The last section

of this chapter suggests a graphical approach to test generation for bridging faults and discusses

minimum test sets for certain types of CMOS modules.

4.1 Circuit Model

CMOS combinational circuits conveniently conforrn to a two-level circuit representation. At
the higher level, the circuit is partitioned into a connected network of gates or modules, each of

which is the smallest set of transistors realizing a boolean function. Since the circuits are combina-
tional, there is no feedback in the network. Logic values are directly assigned to all inputs of a
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module. Ar the lower level, switch-level graphs accurately represent the transistor structure of in-
dividual modules.

4.1.1 Circuit Partitioning

° Every module is a single-output, multiple-input logic block with a power supply, Va, and a
ground, IQ,. A module’s output may serve as an input to other modules; Module A is said to drive
Module B if the output of the former is fed into the latter as an input. Obviously, the driver module
has priority over the driven module during logic simulation. Both simple and complex CMOS logic ·

blocks are treated as modules. Transmission gates which have neither the power supply nor the
· ground are not included in the discussion, but are important for future consideration. Figure 4 il-

lustrates the partitioning of an 18-input CMOS circuit into three modules. Notice that Module 1
drives Module 2, and Module 2 drives Module 3. All primary inputs are indicated by positive

numbers and all module outputs have negative numbers whose absolute value is the module

number.

4.1.2 Switch-Level Representation

The switch-level model used to represent a module is a simplified version of Bryant’s model

[11,22]. Assuming combinational circuits and current monitoring as the detection technique for

CMOS bridging faults, the following changes are made to simplify the model without considerable

sacriiice to accuracy.

• Binary values { 0,1 } explicitly represent node voltages.
• Nodes have uniform capacitance or size.

Chapter 4. Analysis and Simulation of Bridging Faults 22
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• Transistors have uniform conductance or strength.

A labeled undirected graph G, similar to Bryant’s channel graph, is used for describing an arbi-
trary switch-level module. lt consists of three distinct sets, G = { N, E, L }, which are defmed as

follows.

N A set of intemal storage nodes that represents the source and the drain terminals of tran-
sistors in the module. Except for a group of parallel transistors, each series transistor
connects a unique pair of nodes in N. For ttransistors in parallel, only one pair of nodes,
the common pair, is connected instead of t unique pairs. The drain node of a common
pair represents the drain terminals of all the transistors in the parallel group. Likewise, the
source node of the common pair represents the source terrrrinals of the parallel transistors.

A
E A set of edges, where each edge represents a transistor or a group of parallel transistors

whose drain and source nodes are in N. A common pair of nodes in N defines a common
edge in E. That is, one common edge represents the t parallel transistors.

L A set of control labels, where each control label corresponds to an input of the module.
Every edge in E has at least one control label. A common edge that represents multiple
transistors in parallel will have multiple labels. In a switch-level graph, a control label
with a negative sign means the inverse of the corresponding input is used. „

Switch-level implementations of two of the modules in Figure 4 are illustrated in Figure 5 and

Figure 6. In Figure 5, two parallel p-channel transistors are shown having a pair of common
nodes ( 1,2 ), a common edge ( 1-2 ) and two control labels { 1,2 }. Notice that in the switch-level

graph, an edge that represents a p·channel transistor or a group of parallel p-channel transistors is

marked by a black frlled-in circle, while an edge for an n-channel transistor or transistors in parallel
has a plain circle.

i
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In general, every series transistor in the layout structure has a unique edge with only one control
label and a unique pair of nodes in the equivalent switch-level graph. There is a one·to—one cor-
respondence between the physical layout and the switch-level graph for series transistors. However,

a group of parallel transistors is represented by a single edge with multiple control labels and the
effective input is the logical OR of all inputs assigned for that edge. This switch-level abstraction
of parallel transistors is adopted to reduce the size of the fault list and to cut down on simulation
iterations.

Circuit partitioning defines set L for every module at the higher level, but sets N and E are de-

fined only at the switch level. By referring to the switch-level graph and the boolean function of
the individual module, the sizes of N and E can be determined and are found to be linearly pro-
portional to the size of set L. The size of N for a simple complementary CMOS module with a
simple function, such as INVERTER, NAND, and NOR gates, is { + 2 where Z is the size of L.

A simple module that has t parallel transistors in its N-network must have t series transistors in its

P-network and vice versa. Unlike the parallel transistors that are treated as one common transistor,
each series transistor can be uniquely associated with a node in N and a label in L. Therefore, the
total number of nodes in N is { + 2, where the second term accounts for the two nodes, VM and

K, . The 2-input NAND gate, f = {Q • I, }’, depicted in Figure 5 has two series transistors in the
N-network and hence the size of N is 2+ 2 = 4.

The same principle can be applied to complex modules, since their boolean functions are com-
posed of several simple functions. The size of N equals the total of the node counts from all the
simple functions with the power supply and ground nodes counted once. For a fan-out free com-
plementary CMOS module, simple or complex, the number of nodes in N is:

n=!+2

For example, the boolean function of Module 2 in Figure 6 can be broken down into nine dis-

tinctive terms, each of which is a NAND, NOR or INVERTER gate:

f = { l(Q•Q· Q )’ • (Q•Q)' + ( Q )' + ( Q •Q)’ • ( Q )'l • [ (Q¤•Qi)’ • (Q2 • Q3)’ + ( I17 )’ • (Q4 • Q; •
Q6)’l }
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Byaddingupthenodecountfromeachterm,N = (3 + 2 +1+ 2 +1+ 2 + 2 +1+ 3)
+ 2 = 17 + 2 = 19. For a fan-out complex module, the size of N is:

Z
rz = 2

+z=1

ln the above equation, m, is the number of fan-outs for the ith control label.
Since every label for a fan-out free complementary CMOS module controls two dual edges in

E, without the simpliiication of parallel transistors at the switch-level, a module with Z labels will

have ZZ distinct edges. With parallel transistors represented by a single edge, the size of E for a

simple module is reduced to Z + 1, one edge for each series transistor and one for all the parallel

transistors. For example, the 2~input NAND gate in Figure 5 has three distinct edges, two for the
series transistors and one for the parallel transistors. Again, by breaking a complex function into
a collection of simple functions and summing their contributions, the size of E can be determined.

For a fan-out free fully complementary module with Z, inputs for its iz/1 simple function, where

;Z,=Z, there are (Z,+ 1) edges corresponding to that simple function. Therefore, the size of E is

e = i(Z, + 1) = Z + s , where s is the number of simple functions contained in the complex

function. For Z inputs, the upper limit for e is dependent on the maximum number of simple

functions that can be found in a complex function, which is the maximum number of 2-input

simple functions. Therefore, the size of E for a fan-out free fully complementary function is:

8 = Z + S S Z + % il

where [i] is the smallest integer greater than or equal to the number i . The complex switch·level
graphin Figure 6, for example, hase = [(3+1)+ (2+1)+ (1+1)+ (2+1)+ (1+1)]+ [(2+1)

+ (2+ 1) + (1+1) + (3+ 1)] = 17 + 9 = 26. For fan-out complementary CMOS modules, the

number of distinct edges in E is counted in the same manner as in the case of fan-out free modules

and every control label in a simple function is counted whether or not it also appears in another

simple function, i.e.,
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e=2:(m,)+s < 22m,

::1 ::1

It can be concluded that for a fan-out free fully complementary module, the size of E and the
size of N are O(¢") . h1 the case of a fan-out fully complementary module, N and E are O(6’„,) where
im is the sum of all inputs including their fan—out counts. ln general, the size of N and E are linearly
proportional to the size of L for a fully complementary module.

4.2 Logic Simulation

In the following discussion of fault-free logic simulation of a CMOS module, the switch·level

graph is labeled such that every node in N and every label in L are identified by numbers using the
numbering system discussed in Chapter 5. The response of a module to an input vector during
logic implication is captured in a response graph. Every unique input vector defines a unique re-
sponse graph, while the switch-level graph remains unchanged.

In a response graph, all nodes in N of the switch-level graph are present but only active edges
are defined. An edge is active when the corresponding transistor or at least one of the corresponding
parallel transistors is turned on. A label with a logic value "1" will turn on an n—channel transistor
and turn off a p·channel transistor that it controls, while a logic value "0" will have the opposite
effect. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show response graphs of Module l and Module 2, whose switch-level
graphs are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively.

An active node is one that is linked to one of the supply nodes, VM and K,, through a low re-
sistance path. Both the VM and K, nodes are active nodes by default. An active edge effectively
causes its two end nodes to share a common state; the active node will force its state to the other

° node. Through this kind of mutual node interaction across active edges, paths are created in the

l
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response graph. The effective state of a node is influenced by other nodes that are linked to it
through established paths. To sirnplify the discussion, all paths with a common end node are
treated as an entity called a tree, which consists of one or more nodes. The VM tree, therefore, in-
cludes all nodes connected to VM including VM itself. Likewise, the IQ, tree includes nodes of all
paths terminating at Vs, in addition to Vs,. Since this is a fault-free CMOS module, there is always
one low resistance path connecting the output node to either the VM or the IQ, node and therefore,
the output node always belongs to one of the two trees. From Figure 8, the VM tree of Module 2
contains nodes { l,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,l0,l3 }, and the nodes of the IQ, tree are { 0,1l,l5,l6,l7,l8}. There
may also be paths that are not included in either the VM tree or the V}, tree. Their associated nodes
are called floating nodes. In the example of Figure 8, { 6,12,14 } are floating nodes. Every node
in the VM tree has a logic value of "l"; every node in the I/Q, tree has a logic value "0" and a floating
node has an indeterminate logic value. The two trees, VM and 1/},, are mutually exclusive for a
fault-free module. For a faulty module, however, a bridging fault may cause the two trees to merge.

4.3 Fault Sensitization

Two important processes in most fault simulation algorithms are logic implication and fault
sensitization. Logic implication assigns input values to every module. A fault is sensitized by a test
vector when its effect is detectable at an observable output. Fault sensitization identifies faults in
a module that are sensitized by a particular set of inputs. Fault injection, the process of adding
predefined faults into a circuit model, is widely used in fault simulation. The results of both good

and faulty circuits are compared to determine if injected faults are detected by a particular input
vector [20]. This section describes a different approach to fault sensitization for the bridging fault
simulation algorithm developed in this research.

The fault simulation algorithm assumes that supply current testing is used to detect faults. An

exhaustive list of bridging faults, as defined in Chapter 3, can be generated by the simulation pro-
I
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gram. This automation increases the fault list accuracy and allows larger and more irregular circuits
to be analyzed. For each test vector, only one logic simulation of the fault—£ree module is needed
to determine all of the bridging faults that are sensitized by the input vector. Fault injection and
logic simulation of faulty modules are therefore eliminated. This results in a considerable saving in
computation time, especially for large circuits.

4.3.1 Sensitization

For supply current testing, a bridging fault is considered to be sensitized whenever its two end
nodes have opposite logic values, i.e., when one of the nodes belongs to the VM tree and the other
to the K, tree. This characteristic provides a simple scheme whereby the VM and K, trees are used
to derive all bridging faults that are tested by a given test vector. Any edge with one of its end nodes

in the VM tree and the other in the K, tree constitutes a transistor stuck-on fault that can be detected
by the input vector. When the end nodes ofan edge that represents parallel transistors span the two
supply trees, then transistor stuck-on faults at one or more of the parallel transistors are sensitized.

The rest of the pair-wise combinations of nodes from the two trees represent sensitized general short
faults. An input short fault is a bridging fault between a node from the trees and a control label.
For a control label with a logic value "1", a bridge with any node from the K, tree constitutes a
sensitized input short fault. Similarly, a bridge between a control label with value "0" and a node
from the VM tree is a sensitized input short fault.

4.3.2 Generating An Exhaustive Fault List

The exhaustive list of potential bridging faults for a fully complementary CMOS module can

be determined from its switch·level graph, G. If we let
rz = number of nodes in G, i.e., the size of N

I
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Z = number of module inputs, i.e., the size of L

p = total number of possible bridging faults in G, then

— 1p = + rzZ — 12

The first term accounts for all possible node·to-node faults, including general shorts and transistor
stuck-on faults; the second term accounts for all possible input short faults. Since the general short

fault between node Vdd and node I/Q,, ( 1,0 ), is sensitized regardless of the input vector, it is not

included in the exhaustive list. The subtraction of 1 at the end of the equation reflects this exclu-
sion. Going back to the switch-level graph of Module 1 in Figure 6, the following is observed.

fl = 19

Z = 17

18 19p=i%+ (19xl7)— 1 = 493

For fault sensitization, the number of faults tested in a module by a particular test vector is

generalized from the response graph as follows. Let

rz, = number of nodes in VM tree

flo = number of nodes in I/Q, tree

Z, = number of gate inputs with logic value "0"
Z, = number of gate inputs with logic value "l"

tg = number of tested general shorts and transistor stuck-on faults
I, = number of tested input short faults

t = total number of tested bridging faults, then

ts = rz,n,, · 1

tz = nxgo + nüfl

t=tg+t,=n,n„-l+n,Z„+n„Z, _
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Again, referring to Figure 6 with ( l00l10010100ll111 ) as the test input, the number of tested

faults is accounted as follows.
rz = 19

rz, = 10

no = 6
ft, = 7 -
6*, = 10 p

tg= lOx6— 1= 59

ti=11x7+ 6xl0= 137 _

t= 59+ l37= 196

Notice that n„ + rz, is not equal to rz since there are three tloating nodes in the response graph.

As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, for a fan-out free CMOS module with { inputs, the number of

nodes in N is rz = Z + 2. In the case of a fan-out CMOS module with Z inputs,

(
rz = 2 + Emi.

i=l

Since

— 1p = + fl! - 1
and

n 2 (Z + 2)

then
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{ + 1 Z + 2p 2 %—L+(£°+2)£—l

Therefore,

p 2 Z2

Clearly, the total number of possible bridging faults increases rapidly as the number of module in-

puts or transistors get larger. However, not all faults are detectable or distinguishable and some are

more likely to occur than others. The IFA technique [5,6] enables a defect generator to provide a

ranked fault list that is based on fabrication statistics and circuit layout topology. For large circuits,

a ranked fault list can significantly reduce the number of faults to be tested without a severe loss

of accuracy.

4.4 Test Generation Analysis

Test generation for bridging faults consists of deriving a set of test vectors that will sensitize all

detectable faults. To guarantee that every possible bridging fault in a module is sensitized, all

node-to-node and gate·to-node pairs must be considered. This exhaustive testing may not be fea-

sible for modules that have a large number of transistors. Fortunately, there are techniques for

minirnizing the number of faults that need to be explicitly tested. Apart from using a ranked list,

fault collapsing can also be used to minimize a fault list and to optimize a test set. This approach

is applied to test generation for bridging faults in this section. Based on the test generation dis-

cussion, a minimal or near-minimal test set for a switch-level graph is analyzed.
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4.4.1 Fault Collapsing

In a switch-level graph G, let T, be the set of all test vectors that sensitize fault a, and T, be the
set of all test vectors that sensitize fault ß. The two faults, a and ß are said to be equivalent if

T, = T,, i.e., the two faults are indistinguishable by any test vector. A test vector from either T,
or T, is then able to sensitize any fault in the equivalent set. As a result, it is suflicient to consider
only one fault from each set of equivalent faults in test generation. This concept is referred to as
equivalence fault collapsing [20]. The representation of a group of transistors in parallel by a single
edge in a switch-level graph is an application of equivalence fault collapsing. The number of es-
sential faults to be considered can be further reduced by a process called dominance fault collapsing
[20]. Fault a dominates fault ß, if and only if any test vector that sensitizes ß will at the same time
sensitize ex, i.e., T, <: T,. Thus, u is not an essential fault to consider lI1 test generation. Unlike
equivalent faults, a and ß in this case are distinguishable. By utilizing these collapsing techniques,
the complexity of test generation for bridging faults can be greatly reduced. For fault diagnosis,
however, dominance fault collapsing can not be applied and a larger test set may be necessary to
satisfy both detectability and uniqueness of faults. These two fault collapsing techniques are useful
in the generation of a collapsed fault list and a minimum number of test vectors that completely test
all faults.

4.4.2 General Series-Parallel Graphs

Most switch-level graphs for CMOS modules are composed of distinct series·parallel arrange-
ments of transistors. They belong to the class of general se1ies·parallel (GSP) graphs [41]. The
series-parallel design can be used to advantage in switch-level test generation. A cell is defmed as
a set of storage nodes and edges that can be identified according to the topological arrangement in

a switch-level graph. Each cell has two terminating nodes with some or no nodes between the two
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terminating nodes. The two fundamental types of cells in GSP graphs are the parallel cell and the
series cell. Each parallel cell represents two or more transistors of the same type, n-channel or p-
channel, arranged in parallel. A series cell represents one or more transistors of the same type ar-
ranged in series. The switch-level representation of parallel and series transistors was discussed in
Section 4.2.1. A group of parallel transistors is represented by a single edge with multiple control
labels and every series transistor is represented by an edge with a single control label. A complex
cell consists of a parallel and series transistors. Both simple and complex cells may be nested within
another complex cell. A GSP graph is then composed of a sequence of simple and/or complex
cells.

A CMOS GSP graph has at least one cell in the P-network and one cell in the N-network. For
a fully complementary CMOS module, every cell in the P-network has a dual cell in the N-network,
and vice versa. That is, if the N-network has a parallel cell, then the P-network will have its dual
cell, a series cell. All simple CMOS modules have only two cells which are dual simple cells. For
instance, the switch·level graph of a 2-input NAND gate in Figure 9 has a parallel cell represented
by a single edge in the P·network and a series cell represented by two consecutive edges in the N-
network. Figure 10 illustrates the decomposition of a complex module into three complex cells.
Notice that between the terminating nodes (7,0), the single complex cell in the N-network has four

complex cells, { (7,8,9,l2,l3), (7,10,11,16), (14,15,0), (16,17,18,0) }, and one simple cell (13,14)
embedded in it. The application of cell decomposition in test generation for GSP graphs is dis-
cussed in the following section.

4.4.3 Minimal Test Sets

This discussion is restricted to the class of irredundant CMOS modules and assumes that at
most a single fault is present. Within this class, there are fan-out free and fan-out modules [20].
In a fan-out free module, each input controls only one pair of complementary transistors. A

i
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CMOS module has a fan-out when one of its inputs drives multiple pairs of complementary tran-
sistors in the same module. All fan-out free modules can be represented as GSP graphs, but not

all GSP graphs are fan-out free. In general, CMOS modules fall into one of three categories:

1. fan-out free and GSP,

2. fan-out and GSP, and

3. fan-out and non-GSP.

The case of a fan-out free and non-GSP CMOS module is not possible since a non-GSP graph

involves at least one edge that has a fan-out input.
A minimal test set is defined as the test set that covers all bridging faults in an exhaustive list

and has the smallest size among test sets that have 100 percent coverage for the exhaustive list.

Only fan-out free GSP CMOS modules are guaranteed to have minimal test sets that can be derived
from switch-level graphs using the technique described below. Because of reconvergence, the deri-
vation of a minimal test set for a fan-out GSP module is not as straightforward, nor is it always
possible. Every fan-out input could imply that an extra test vector must be added to the minimal
test set derived assuming no fan-outs for the switch-level graph. The graph method may give a
near-minimal test set for a fan-out GSP module. The switch-level graph of a non-GSP module
cannot be analyzed in terms of cells and hence the graphical approach to test generation does not
apply to the fan-out non-GSP modules.

The following discussion considers the derivation of a minimal test set for a fan-out free GSP
module. A parallel cell of t transistors indicates t equivalent transistor stuck-on faults that can be
sensitized by a single test vector. Assuming this parallel cell is in the P-network, to sensitize any
one of the transistor stuck-on faults, all t control labels must have their values equal to "l". If the
set of ; parallel transistors is in the N·network, then all z control labels will have to be "0" to sen-
sitize any one of the transistor stuck-on faults.

In the case of a series cell with ttransistors, to sensitize a transistor stuck-on fault, the transistor
under consideration is turned off and the other t—l transistors are tumed on. For the P-network,

this means the control label is "l" for the off transistor and "0" for the other transistors in series

l
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with it. If the series cell is in the N-network, then the 05 transistor will have a control label of value

"0" and the other transistors have "l". Therefore, a series cell with t transistors needs at least t
unique test vectors to fully test all its transistor stuck-on faults.

Since a simple CMOS module has only two cells that are simple and are duals, at least t + 1
test vectors are needed to cover all transistor stuck-on faults; one for the parallel cell and t for the
series cell of t transistors. When a test vector from this set is applied to the switch-level graph of
a simple module, the single inactive edge divides the graph into the two supply trees without cre-

' ating any floating nodes. This division allows all general and input short faults to be sensitized by
the test set that sensitized all transistor stuck-on faults. A simple CMOS module, therefore, has a
unique minimal test set of t + 1 test vectors. Since simple cells are fan-out free, t = ¢° and the
unique minimal test set has Z + 1 test vectors. The 2-input NAND gate, whose switch-level graph ‘

is shown in Figure 9, has a minimal test set of (2+ 1)= 3 vectors and they are {(11), (10), (01) }.
In the case of a complex GSP CMOS module that is without fan-outs, the same generalization

applies. Figure 10 shows the three complex cells and the minimum number of test vectors for each
cell. The minimal test set size is the sum of the three minima. Each complex cell has several
branches that meet at the two terminating nodes. For instance, Cell l in Figure 10 has three
branches, 1-2-4, 1-4, and 1-3-4, where node 1 and node 4 are the cell’s terminating nodes. Cell 3
has only two branches that terminate at node 7 and node 0. A desirable test vector should turn
05 a transistor or a set of parallel transistors from each branch, and turn on some other transistors
from the same branch so that the end nodes of the 05 transistors are connected to KM and K,.

Equivalence fault collapsing applies to parallel transistors in the same branch, while dominance
fault collapsing applies to transistors in di5erent branches. For instance, in Cell 1, transistors with
control labels { 7,8 } in the 1-3-4 branch constitute two equivalent transistor stuck-on faults. On
the other hand, the transistor stuck-on fault of the 1-4 branch dominates transistor stuck-on faults
of the other two branches, 1-2-4 and 1-3-4. -With fault collapsing, the length of a branch is defined
as the number of series edges in that branch. In general, a stuck-on fault for a transistor or a group

of parallel transistors in the longer branch is dominated by a stuck-on fault for a transistor or a
group of parallel transistors in the other shorter branches. Therefore, the minimum number of test
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ll
vectors needed to test all transistor stuck-on faults in a complex cell equals the length of thelongestbranch

in thatcell.i

For example, the longest branches in Cell 1 and Cell 2 have two series edges, hence at least two
vectors are necessary for each cell to detect all the transistor stuck-on faults. Cell 3 has embedded
complex cells in both branches, and the minimum for an embedded cell is resolved before the
minimum for the branch can be determined. The length of a branch with .complex cells is the sum
of the minima for all its embedded cells and the minimum for a complex cell containing several
branches is the length of the longest branch. For example, in Figure 10, the length of the branch
7-8-12-9-13-14-15-0 is 3+ 1+ 2 = 6; similarly, the length of the branch 7-10-11-16-17-18-0 is 2+ 3

= 5. Hence, the minimum test set size for Cell 3 is <·6. Finally, the minimum test set size of the
module equals the sum of all minima of its cells, i.e., 2+ 2+ 6 = 10.

Unlike the minimal test set for a simple cell, a test set that completely covers all transistor
stuck—on faults and input short faults in a complex cell may not also cover all general short faults.
For a cell with multiple branches, every branch must have one and only one inactive edge for each
test vector. The selection of the inactive edge in each branch will determine if the test set so formed
completely tests all possible bridging faults in addition to the transistor stuck-on faults.
Figure ll, for example, shows that by selecting test vectors in a cyclic pattern to avoid adjacent
branches having their inactive edges in the same relative positions, all node-to-node bridging faults
between any two branches are tested by the four test vectors chosen for the complex cell in the

N-network. The minimal test set, therefore, for this switch·leve1 graph has eight test vectors.
However, if there are b branches in a cell and the length of the longest branch is m, where m is
smaller than b, then only m branches can have all their general short faults sensitized by a test set
derived using the above approach. A bigger test set is necessary to completely cover all the general

shorts. The effectiveness of the test set is still high, since nodes further apart are less likely to be
shorted.

The following procedure can be used to find the size of a minimal test set for a fan·out free GSP
CMOS module.

i
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Figure ll. A complete minimal test set: cyclic arrangements
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1. Divide the fan-out free GSP graph into cells.
2. Find the minimum test set size for each cell.
3. Sum up all minimum test set sizes from the cells.

A minimal test set is also dependent on the particular switch-level graph. Different implemen-
tations of the same function may require different minimal test sets of the same size. The minimal
test set for the module shown in Figure 12 is the same size as that for the module shown in
Figure 10, but the test vectors are different. Moreover, the minimal test set for a complex switch-
level graph may not be unique.

4.5 Summary

For this research, a two-level CMOS circuit representation is used. The higher·level abstraction
partitions the circuit into modules, while the switch-level abstraction preserves physical structures
of individual functional modules. The discussion is restricted to combinational CMOS circuits with
fully complementary modules. Single fault occurrence and supply current testing are assumed.
Since the fault simulation of a CMOS circuit is the fault simulation of individual modules put to-
gether, this chapter concentrates on the fault simulation of a module. Both logic simulation and
fault sensitization of a module are presented. Once the V4, and K, trees are derived at the end of
logic simulation, the set of tested bridging faults can be determined. The exhaustive fault list is
derived from the switch-level graph and its size is O(P). Fault collapsing techniques are used to

reduce the number of faults to be tested in a module.

Based on the observations of fault sensitization requirements, test pattems for CMOS modules

are analyzed. lf certain conditions are met, a fan·out free CMOS module has a minimal test set that
completely covers the faults in the exhaustive list with a minimum number of test vectors. All

I
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bridging faults in modules with fan-outs may not be fully covered by any test set, even the ex-
haustive test set. The next chapter discusses the implementation of the fault simulation program.

I
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Chapter 5. Fault Simulation Program

This chapter focuses on the design and implementation of the fault simulation program. Pre-
processing and parallelism within machine operations are used to minimize repetition, reduce
computation complexity, and increase processing flexibility". The program is implemented in C and

runs under Digital Equipment Corporation’s ULTRIX operating system.

5.1 Important Features of the Program

In this implementation, the network partitioning and the switch-level descriptions of module
types are specified by the user and are preprocessed to yield the data structures used by the main

simulation program. For large circuits, partitioning tools such as PRIMO [42], and layout ex-
tractors like ACE [43] can be used during preprocessing. Up to four preprocessing programs may

be required to prepare the data structures for the main simulation program. ln general, the over-

head of preprocessing is small compared to the flexibility and efliciency gained by the main pro-

gram. The preprocessing programs and their impact on the main program are briefly described in
this section.
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The preprocessing program orderzc converts the partitioning information into an array of

structures and writes the results to order.rec which is an input file for the main program. Each el-
ement of the array represents a module instance at a high level, and the modules they represent will
be processed by the main program in the order of occurrence in the array. Prior to the switch-level

simulation of a module, the main program reads from order.rec the module type, fault list type, and
control labels of the current module instance. In general, the main program depends on this input
file for the processing schedule and control of inputs to individual module instances. Section 5.2

” describes the input requirements for this preprocessing program in more detail.
Since most VLSI CMOS circuit layouts repeat isomorphic functional units, time can be saved

by merely analyzing the set of unique module types. Module instances of the same module type
share fundamental structures such as sets N and E of their switch-level graphs, but have different ·

sets of labels, L. To reduce the number of iterations for each logic simulation at the switch level,

the nodes in a switch-level graph are numbered and the netlist for the switch-level graph is ordered
according to the pair of nodes representing each edge. All ordered netlists are supplied to the pro-
gram mod.c to be processed into data forms that are suitable for the main program. Essential
characteristics of module types are then saved in mod.rec which is another input file for the main
program. The file contains an array of structures, each of which represents the switch-level netlist

of a module type and some additional characteristics extracted from the user·specified netlist. There
is no significance to the order of elements in the array, as long as the module type number in
order.rec is consistent with the module type number in this file. The main program references the
file mod.rec as many times as there are module instances in the circuit, independent of the number
of module types described in the file. Further discussion on the inputs for mod.c program is pro-
vided in Section 5.3.

The third preprocessing program ir2.c accepts input test vectors in the form of binary strings,

formats them into data structures that support parallelism in the main program and writes the re-

sults to the f1le irz.rec. When a set of test vectors is simulated sequentially, each simulation proce-

dure for a test vector is repeated with only very minor changes, making the process inefiicient. By
processing a group of test vectors simultaneously, however, computational commonalities can be
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exploited to increase the efficiency and reduce the cost of fault simulation. Since each bit in a test
vector is a binary digit representing an input, some parallelism can be achieved by paoking the same
input bits of several test vectors into words and performing operations a word at a time instead of
a bit at a time. If a computer has a 32-bit word, for example, a logcal operation can perform
thirty-two bit operations in parallel, i.e., a particular input of thirty-two test vectors are operated
on in parallel. The main program refers to in.rec whenever it is ready to process a group of test
vectors in parallel using bit-level logo operations. Detail of the formatting of test vectors into
machine words is explained in Section 5.4. _

An optional preprocessing program list.c creates for the main program an optional input file
list.rec that contains fault lists specified by the user instead of the exhaustive lists generated by the
main program. The input data for the program list.c consists of fault lists with each list representing
a set of node-to-node faults and a set of input short faults for a particular module type. The pro-
gram organizes the fault lists into an array of structures with each structure containing the data for
node-to-node and input short faults of a particular fault list. As is true with the other preprocessing
programs, this program could have been incorporated into the main program as a subroutine, but
it is set aside as a separate program to increase the flexibility of the simulation program as a whole.
For instance, if the data in list.rec is valid, and one of the other three input files needs modification,

then only the program for that file is executed again prior to the main program. Section 5.5 de-
scribes list.c in more detail. This feature is not implemented in the current simulation program,
but is outlined here for future accomodation.

The main fault simulation program, often referred to simply as the main program, runs on its
own without user intervention once its three input files order.rec, mod.rec, in.rec, and the optional
file 1ist.reo, if needed, are correctly created by the preprocessing programs. The main program is
divided into subroutines that implement logic implication, logo simulation, fault sensitization for
each module instance, and computation of the overall fault coverage. Bit-level logo operations on
machine words are used where they are applicable. The results of fault simulation are written to
an output file named fauIt.rec which is useful for fault diagnosis and test grading. Presently, only
intra-module faults are considered, although the program can be extended with some adjustments

i
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to accommodate inter·module faults. Section 5.5 describes the structure of the main program and

its subroutines in greater detail. _

5.2 Schedule Preprocessing

This section describes the input requirements of the program order.c. Like the other three
preprocessing programs, its input data may be entered line by line interactively as prompted by the
program or an extemal file may be redirected to the program. An example of the input to the
program order.c for the 3·module circuit in Figure 4 is shown below.

1 0 1 2

21-134567891011l2131415161718

3 -1 1 -2

Each line specifies a single module instance and is processed ir1 the order of specification, with
the first line having the highest priority. The first integer in each line identifies the module type,

the second integer identifies the fault list, and the rest of the integers represent control labels for the
module instance. The module type number should correspond to the number used in the file
mod.rec. It should be noted that the module type number does not determine the order of spec-
ification. For example, if the first module and the third module in Figure 4 have the same module
type whose identification number is 1, then the input for order.c becomes the following.

1 0 1 2

21-134567891011l2l31415l61718

1 -1 1 -2

Ä
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The fault list number indicates whether or not fault simulation is needed and which fault list to
V

use for the module instance. Three categories of fault lists are included to allow the user more
flexibility in controlling the fault simulation for individual module instances. A positive integer
means the module instance requests fault simulation using a user·specified fault list from the op-
tional list.rec, a "-l" means the exhaustive fault list generated by the main program is chosen, ar1d
a zero means fault simulation is not needed. The last category is included since faults in simple
module instances may be easily sensitized by test vectors for other complex module instances in the

circuit, so fault simulation for the simple modules may be bypassed without significant impact on
the overall fault coverage. Another reason to bypass fault simulation for some module instances,
simple or complex, is to be able to focus on the fault simulation of some specific module instances.
For the three modules in Figure 4, for example, Module l bypasses fault simulation, Module 2 uses
the first fault list in list.rec and Module 3 uses the exhaustive fault list generated by the main pro-

h gram.

Beginning at the third integer of an input line, the integers represent the control labels for that
module instance. All positive integers correspond to primary inputs of the circuit, and all negative
integers correspond to outputs of some previous module instances. The output for the module
instance in the it/1 line, is represented by "·i", and any module instance driven by it will have the
negative integer as one of their control labels. Since only combinational CMOS circuits are con-
sidered, no feedback loops are allowed, which means that all negative integers representing control
labels in a line must have their absolute values smaller than the current line number. In the third
input line for the circuit in Figure 4, which represents the third module instance, the first control
label of the module instance is the first primary input of the circuit, and the second control label
is the output of the second module instance. This indicates that the first primary input is connected ‘

to the first input of the third module instance and the second module’s output is connected to the
second input of the third module instance.

For every input line received by the program, a data structure that includes other information

such as the number of control labels in each line is created. At the end of preprocessing, an array
of structures that represent the circuit in terms of module instances is written to the file order.rec. ;

l
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The user-specified input data are, therefore, transformed by the preprocessing program into data
structures that can be readily used by the main program.

5.3 Module Type Preprocessirzg

Program mod.c processes switch-level descriptions of unique module types into structures that
Q are suitable for the main program. For each module type, the user specifies the following netlist of

edges to the program mod.c:

• a pair of nodes for every edge in its switch-level graph,
• the label symbols for each edge, and
• the output node. .

Before the user can supply the netlist to the program, nodes in each switch-level graph must be
numbered in a certain order and edges must be prioritized. The numbering system is discussed first,
followed by the netlist specification.

5.3.1 Node Numbering

For every module type, the nodes of its switch-level graph are numbered topologically with the
I/dd node being "l" and IQ, being "0". Proceeding from the VM node down toward the IQ, node,
the rest of the nodes are identified by numbers beginning at "2". Except for the IQ, node, nodes in
the P-network are numbered prior to nodes in the N-network. Within the P-network, the source
node of every edge must have a smaller number than its drain node. Node number "2" is assigned
to the drain node of an edge that has VJ, as its source node. The output node is the last node in
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the P·network and it has the highest number in the P-network. Continuing from the output node
to K, in the N-network, the source nodes are assigned higher numbers than their respective clrain

nodes. Refer to the switch-level graph in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for examples of the numbering
system.

\Vhen a node has more than one edge branching out from it to nodes of higher numbers, then
it is called a branch-out node. Sirnilarly, a node whose number is higher than those connected to
it through multiple edges is called a branch-in node. The K, node is considered a branch-in node
when more than one edge is connected to it even though the other nodes connected to it have
higher numbers. A node can be both a branch·in and a branch·out node. The pair of terminating
nodes that defines a cell in Section 4.4.2 is a pair of branch·out and branch·in node. The termi-
nating branch-out node of a cell has the smallest number, while the terminating branch·in node has
the highest number relative to the rest of the nodes in that cell, except for node K, . The module
shown in Figure 5 has no branch-out or branch-ir1 nodes. However, the module in Figure 6 has
nodes { 1, 4, 7, 14, 16 } as branch-out nodes and { 4, 7, 13, 16, 0 } as branch-in nodes. Notice that
{ 4, 7, 16 } are both branch·in and branch-out nodes. This node numbering system minimizes the
number of iterations needed for logic simulation.

5.3.2 Netlist Specification

Each netlist that specifies the switch-level graph of a module to the preprocessing program
mod.c begins with an edge whose first node is "l", followed by edges whose first nodes are the same
or higher numbers. Edges with the same first node appear in the netlist according to their second
nodes. For every edge in the netlist, the first two numbers represent the two end nodes and the
other numbers are the label symbols. These symbols are used for local switch-level graph repre-
sentation only. The absolute value of each label symbol is mapped to the control labels in
order.rec, with a negative symbol indicating that the inverse of the control label’s value is used.
Following the last edge, the output node is specified in a new line, and the line after that should

I
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contain a character indicating whether or not another netlist is available. An "n" means no more
netlists, and a "y" means another netlist is to follow. For example, the input to mod.c for the cir-

i
cuit in Figure 4 is shown in Figure 13. The first three lines descxibe the netlist for the first module
type which is a 2-input NAND gate with "2" representing its output node. The lines between the
first and the second "y" describe the second module type, and the rest of them are for the third
module type.

During logic simulation, node status evaluations from the first to the last edges in the netlist are
called VDD forward-tracing and VSS back-tracing for KH and K, trees, respectively. Conversely,
evaluations from the last to the first edges in the netlist are called VDD back-tracing and VSS
forward-tracing for VJ, and K, trees, respectively. For a given test vector, the switch—level netlist
may be traversed forward and backward a few times before the status of every node is finalized.
An important function of the mod.c program is to extract from the netlist the back-tracing re-

quirements for both supply trees. Back-tracing flags are set or cleared based on the switch-level
characteristics of the module type. The netlist and its back-tracing flags for a module type are
written to mod.rec as an element of an array of structures. This implementation saves the main
program from having to repeat the netlist processing each time the same module type is referenced.

The process of extracting back-tracing characteristics from a given netlist can be broken down
into four parts giving four back-tracing flags. The four parts are VDD back-tracing in the P-
network, VDD back-tracing in the N-network, VSS back-tracing in the P-network, and VSS

back-tracing in the N-network. This division optimizes the efiiciency of logic simulation in the
main program.

Any node that appears as the first node more than once in the netlist is considered a branch-out
node. In the P·network, when a branch-out node’s number is greater than or equal to " l" but less
than the output node’s number, the two back-tracing flags for this network are set. Likewise, a

branch-out node with a number greater than the output node’s number will cause the two flags for
the N-network to be set. These four flags will be used by the main program to determine if back-
tracing for VM and K, trees are needed. The concept of forward-tracing and back-tracing for the
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1 2-1 -2
231
302
2
U
12 -1 -2 -3
13-7 -8
14-6
24-4-5
34-9' 45-10-11
46-17
57-12-13
67-14-15-16
781
794
71010
71112
8122
9135
101611
111613
1213 3
13146

» 14157
1409
1508
161714
16017
171815
18016
7
U
12-1
23-2
3012
3
n

Figure 13. An example of input data for mod.c.
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Va and K, trees is discussed in more detail in Section 5.5. A pseudo-code description for mod.c
is given in Figure 14.

5.4 Input Preprocessing .

i The requirements and results of the preprocessing program in.c are described in this section.
This is an important preprocessing step that prepares the test vectors for bit-level parallel simulation

in the main program. Input data for ir1.c is a list of binary strings, each with a length that equals
the number of primary inputs to the cirouit. The following notation is used in the discussion.

Z = number of primary inputs

1 = number of test vectors specified
w = machine-dependent word length
p = [ 1 / w ], where [i] is the smallest integer 2 i
XI, = a compact signal word,j= I,2,...,p and i= 1,2,...,Z.

When multiple vectors are exercised simultaneously, it is referred to as a pass. With test parallelism,
p then represents the number of passes required for fault simulation and every module instance is
evaluated only p times, rather than 1 times. At each pass, through bit-level logo operations on
signal words, up to w test vectors may be active in deriving w response graphs. Details of the
processing are explained in Section 5.6.

For demonstration purposes, the length of a machine word is assumed to be 4, i.e. w = 4.
Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the input data before and after being processed into signal words.
There are 1 = 6 vectors in the test set; each vector is a string of binary digts !,,, where t= I,2,...,1
and s= ],2,...,¢’. For example, Z2, is the fifth input of the second test vector. A compact signal word
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BEGIN ¤od.c

{
initialize module·type count to zero;

VHILE ( more module types to process )

{
clear the two P·network baclvtracing flags;

clear the two N·network back-tracing flags;

initialize edge count and node count to zero;

I WEEILE ( more edges )

{
increment the frequency count of the first node by 1;

put node pair and its label symbols to the array of structures;

increment edge count by 1;

{
FOR ( 1 S i < output node )

{
IF ( frequency of node 1 as a first node > 1 ) TEEN set P·network flags;

. {
FOR ( output node S i < node count )

{

IF ( frequency of node 1 as a first node > 1 ) TEEN set N·network flags;

{

increment module·type count by 1;

{

put the array of data structures in mod.rec;

{

END mod.:
Figure I4. Pseudo-code for mod.c.
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xy encodes the ith input variable of as many as w test vectors in the jth pass. Every bit position
of a signal word corresponds to one test vector, and the positions are filled from left to right as
shown in Figure 16. Eventually px? signal words are produced. A valid mask word is also created

to indicate the exact number of test vectors covered by a pass. For the example shown in
Figure 16, two passes are formed from the given test set, one with 4 test vectors and a full valid
mask (1111), and another with only 2 test vectors and a valid mask (1100). Both signal and mask
words are written to in.rec at the end of the input processing program. An example of the input
data to in.c for the circuit in Figure 4 is shown in Figure 17. Figure 18 is a pseudo·code de-
scription of in.c.

5.5 Fault List Preproccssirzg

There are reasons to use non-exhaustive fault lists. Shorter lists reduce computation time, and
ranked lists focuses on significant faults. In some ways this preprocessing step is similar to the
module-type preprocessing program mod.c. Input data to the preprocessing program list.c consists

of netlists of faults with each list divided into node-to-node and input short faults. An example of
a non-exhaustive fault list for Module 2 of Figure 4 is given in Figure 19.

The netlist of node-to-node faults is established first. Each fault is identified by two node
numbers. At the end of the netlist, a blank line indicates the beginning of a netlist for the input

short faults. For each input short, the first integer is a node number and the second integer re-

presents a control label. The character on the last line indicates whether or not another fault list
is to be processed, an "n" means no more fault list to specify and a "y" means there is another fault
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Figure I5. Test set to be formatted.
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Pass 1
Xu = 111 b1 131 141 = 1 101

Xu = l1z bz bz bz = 001 1

S1gna1 words XB = 11-* p 12-* [J3 l‘J ” 0100

X1-1 = 114 b4 b4 144 = 1 1 IO

X15 = I1: I2: bs I4: = 1010

Mask 1 = 1 1 1 1

Pass 2
Xzi = 1:1 161 X x = 0 1 xx

Xzz = bz bz x x =11XX

S1gna1 Words X2: = 1:: I6: x X = 01XX

Xu = 1:4 164 x x = 00xx

— X25 = 1:: I6: X X =()1XX

Mask 2 = 1 100

Figure 16. Test set alter it has been formatted.
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h

101111001101011111
000010l0O100000011
011000101001001110
00l111l01010110110
101010101010101100
1110001010l10000O1
110111000001110000
100010011010010011
000101110111000010
100101010001110111

Figure 17. An example of input data for in.c.
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BEGIN in.c
{
initialize pass count to zero, j = 0;
WHILE ( condition to process another pass is true )

{
initialize test vector count for present pass, • = 0;
WHILE ( current pass is not filled, • < m )

{
IF ( no more test vector ) THEN break;
ELSE place the vector in the temporary array of strings VEC[];
increment the vector count, • = v + 1;

I
{ = string length of VEC[0] in first pass;
IF ( current pass is not empty, • > 0 )

{
FOR ( 0 5 1 < z )

{
1¤1c1a11ze xu = 0;
FOR ( 0 < k < • )

{
‘

map itb bit of VEC[k] to Xjj;

I

I
set valid nask for current pass;

increment pass count, j = j + 1;

I „
IF ( previous pass is not full, v < w ) THEN break;

I
put the 81'!.'8y of dßtl SCIUCIUIES X ih iIl•I€Ci

I
END in.c

Figure 18. Pseudo-code for in.c.

I
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1 4
2 3
4 7
5 7
7 9
13 14
14 16
15 0
17 0
18 0

2 3 ·
2 5
4 17
7 10
18 15

I1

Figure 19. An example of input data for list.e.
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list. Each fault list is an element of an array of structures in the order of specification, and the array
is written to the file list.rec. _

5.6 Main Program

The main program may begin when the files, order.rec, gate.rec, in.rec, and list.rec (optional)
are ready. The first file to be read by the main program is in.rec that supplies signal words to initiate
logic implication during each pass. Next, the file order.rec is read to obtain general information
pertinent to the current module instance. The main program then proceeds to the subroutine signal
evaluation that gets the switch-level netlist of current module from mod.rec and maps each module
label symbol to the corresponding signal word. Following this, the status ofall nodes in the module
is evaluated by the subroutine nodal excitation.

h

VVhen every node of the current module is at its steady state, subroutine fault sensitization uses
bit·level logic operators on signal words and node status words to create fault signatures for faults
in the specified fault list. A fault signature is a word that indicates the status of all test vectors in
a particular pass in sensitizing a particular fault. Like a signal word, each bit in a fault signature
represents a test vector. For every pass, a fault matrix consisting of fault signatures for all the faults
specified is established.

Finally, the subroutine coverage determines the state of every fault in a fault list using the fault
signatures and calculates the fault coverage of the test set for the entire circuit. All the signatures
of a particular fault are 0R·ed together at the bit-level to determine if the fault is tested by a test
set. Details about the subroutines are given in the following sections. For simplicity, all examples
cited assume that the word length w is 4. Pseudo-code for the main program is given in
Figure 20.

i
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BEGIN main

. {
open input files in.rec and mod.rec ;

open output file fault.rec;

WHILE ( a pass is read from in.rec )

{
initialize module instance count;

initialize fault matrix count;

open input file order.rec;

WHILE ( a module instance is read from order.rec )

I {
call Signal_eva1uation ();

call Nodal_excitation ();

call Fault__sensitization ();

4 increment module instance count by l;

I
increment pass count by 1;

close input file order.rec;

I
call Coverage ();

close input files in.rec and mod.rec;

close output file fault.rec;

I
END main.

Figure 20. Pseudo—code for the main program.

I
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BEGIN Signal_evaluation()

{
FOR ( O S i < number of control labels for the module intance )

{
' let num = itb control label;

IF ( num > 0 ) ’l'EN label[i] = numtb input signal;
ELSE labe1[i] = mm tb module output signal;

I
Read from mod.rec the netlist of current module instance;_
FOR ( 0 5 i < total number of edges )

{
initialize connex[i] = O;

FOR ( 0 S j < sum of label symbols for current edge )

{
I

let num = jtb label symbol;

IF ( num > O ) THEN connexli] v= 1abel[num•l];

ELSE connex[i] v= ··label[-num-1];

connex[i] &= valid mask;

I
I

I
END Signal_evaluation().

Figure 2l. Pseudo-code for signal evaluation subroutine.
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5.6.1 Signal Evaluation

The discussion of subroutine signal evaluation is based on the simulation of a single pass.
During signal evaluation, control labels of the current module instance in order.rec are first updated
according to the set of signals consisting of primary inputs and modular outputs. Next, the local
label symbols at the switch-level graph of the module instance are mapped to the set of updated
global signals. Finally, the status of every edge is evaluated based on the values of its labels.
Pseudo-code for this subroutine is outlined in Figure 21.

As illustrated in the pseudo·code, the value of a negative control label is the output value of the
module instance whose sequence order equals the absolute value. The value of a positive control
label is the value of the primary input whose sequence order equals the positive number. Once the
actual values of the control labels are known, the module’s switch-level description is read from the
file mod.rec. The status of every edge is evaluated by logically OR-ing the signal words of all its
labels. To do this, a temporary array of words, connex[ ], is created to keep track of the status of
every edge as they are being updated. For each edge being evaluated, its label symbols are mapped
to signal words one at a time; each time a signal word is mapped, the value is OR-ed with the
current status of the edge. A negative label symbol means the inverse of the signal word whose
number corresponds with the absolute value is used in the bit-level OR operation. The final state

of the edge is established when all its label symbols have been examined, this final status word is
AND-ed with the valid mask of the pass to ensure that only the effect of test vectors included in
that pass are considered.

For a module with e edges, the size of connex[ ] is e, and each element represents the status of

an edge. It is assumed that the left most bit of a word represents the first vector and its right most

bit represents the wzh vector in a pass. A "l" bit in the edge status word means the edge is active

for a particular test vector and a "0" means inactive. For instance, if edge ihas the final status word
connex[i] = 0101, then edge i is not active in the response graphs of test vectors 1 and 3, but is
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active in the response graphs of test vectors 2 and 4. Recall that only active edges have their nodes
connected and share a common state.

For a single module, the computational complexity for a pass in this subroutine is directly

proportional to 6, the number of edges in E, and Z, the number of labels in L. However, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 4, the number of edges in a switch—1eve1 graph is also linearly proportional to the
number of labels for that graph. For large modules, the computational complexity per pass is
O(Z) .

5.6.2 Nodal Excitation

The objective of the nodal excitation subroutine is to evaluate the node status of a module in-
stance using bit-level logic operators on the status words of edges. Two arrays of binary strings,
VDD] ] and VSS[ ], are specified to trace the KM and K, trees of each test vector in a pass. Each
array has rz elements, one for each node of the switch—level graph, and each element is a word that
represents the node status of all the test vectors in a pass, with the status of the first vector repres-

l ented by the left most bit of the word. At the end of this subroutine, as many as w response graphs
are exercised, and their Vdd and K, trees are represented by the VDD[ ] and VSS[ ] arrays.

By default, four elements of the arrays are assigned specific values to reflect the nature of the

Kd and K, nodes, they are VDD[1] = VSS[0] = 1111, and VDD[0] = VSS[1] = 0000. It should
be mentioned that the size of co is assumed to be 4 and a "1" bit indicates the node is connected
to a particular supply node in the response graph of a particular test vector, while a "0" means it
is not connected. VDD[1] represents the status of the Kd node with respect to itself, likewise VSS[0]

represents the status of the K, node with respect to itself, and the two nodes are not connected for
fault·free logic simulation; their status are therefore as shown and do not change during nodal
evaluation. The status of all the other nodes are initialized at the beginning of the subroutine as
VDD[n] = VSS[rz] = 0000, forrz aé 0,1.
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After initialization of the arrays VDD[ ] and VSS[ ], the tracing of the VM tree begins in the
P-network. Starting from the first edge in the netlist, the second (drain) node of every edge is
evaluated based on the status of the edge and the status of the first (source) node of that edge. For
a particular test vector in a pass, the second node is included in the VM tree if and only if the first
node is in it and the edge represented by the nodes is active. This means that for w test vectors of
a pass, VDD[rz] = VDD[rz] v ( VDD[m] & connex[x] ), where v is the bit-level OR operator, & is
the bit·level AND operator, m is less than rz, and x is the number of the edge represented by the

‘ node pair (m,rz). When the forward-tracing of the VM tree has considered all edges in the P·network,
the back-tracing flag for the VM tree in the P-network is checked to decide if VDD back-tracing in

I
the P-network is necessary. If the back—tracir1g flag is set, then starting from the last edge to the
second edge in the P·network, node status is evaluated in the reverse order. Using the same nota- ·
tion, the node status evaluation for the xth edge becomes, VDD[m] = VDD[m] v ( VDD[rz] &
connex[x] ).

If the back-tracing flag is not set or when the back—tracing in the P-network is completed, the
forward-tracing for the VM tree proceeds to the N·network. Unlike the edges in the P·network, an
edge in the N-network has the drain node as the first node and the source node as the second node.
For every edge whose second node is not the K, node, the status of the second node is updated

‘ based on the status of the first node and the status of the edge. When the forward-tracing fmally
reaches the last edge of the netlist, the VDD back-tracing flag for the N-network is checked to de-
cide if back-tracing in the N-network is necessary. Back-tracing of the VM tree in the N-network
starts from the last edge in the netlist and ends at the first edge in the N-network. At the end of
the forward-tracing and/or the back-tracing of VM tree in both networks, the array VDD[ ] is
complete with the information of VM connection to every node in the netlist for every test vector
in the current pass.

The K, tree tracing is the reverse of the VM tree tracing with minor changes, hence the discussion
is brief and focuses on the differences between the two. The first half of the forward tracing of K,
tree begins at the last edge and ends at the first edge in the N·network. The status of the second
(source) node is evaluated based on the status of the first (drain) node and the status of the edge,
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much like the back-tracing of VM tree in the N-network, i.e., VSS[m] = VSS[m] v ( VSS[rz] &
connex[x] ). At the end of forward-tracing in the N-network, if the VSS back—tracing flag in the
N-network is set, back-tracing is initiated; otherwise, forward-tracing continues into the next half,
which is the P-network. The K, tree back-tracing updates the status of the second node based on
the first node’s status and the edge’s status. A typical evaluation may look like this:

VSS[rz] = VSS [rz] v ( VSS[m] &
connex[x]Forward-tracingof the V}, tree in the P—network assumes the same principle as the

forward·tracing in the N-network, except that any edge whose first node is the VM node is
not evaluated. The VSS back-tracing flag in the P-network is checked when the first edge in
the P·network is reached. If back-tracing is necessary, it begins at the edge whose first node’s
number is 2 and ends before the last edge in the P-network.

Forward and back-tracings traverse every edge of the switch·level netlist to ensure the
completeness of the VDD[ ] and VSS[ ] arrays. Since the VM and the K, trees are mutually
exclusive, a node with a "l" bit in VDD[ ] carmot at the same time have a "l" bit in VSS[ ]
for the same test vector. However, a node with a bit "0" in both VSS[ ] and VDD[ ] means
that it is a floating node for that test vector. For instance, if VDD[rz] = 0100 and VSS[n] =
1001, then only test vector 2 connects node rz to node VM, and only test vectors 1 and 4 have
node rz connected to node K, . Notice that the status of test vectors 1, 2 and 4 in VDD[n]
and VSS[n] are complementary, but the third bit has a "0" in both cases, so node rz is a
floating node for test vector 3.

Bit·level logic operations are performed on compact words from the arrays connex[ ],
VDD[ ], and VSS[ ] to achieve parallel logic simulation within a pass. For a module with 6
edges, without any back-tracing, a total of 2(6 — 1) bit·level operations are needed for each
pass. In the worst case, four back-tracings are needed, each covering only a half of the netlist
(P-network or N-network). The worst case then requires 4(6 — 1) bit-level operations. Recall
from Chapter 4 that 6 < 2(ém,). For a fan-out free module m,= 1 and 6 < 2f, therefore,
the computational complexity— is O(6’). A pseudo-code description of this subroutine is
shown in Figure 22.
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BEGIN Nodal_exc1tat1on()

I
FOR ( 2 S 1 S highest node number of current module )

I
intialize VDD[1] and VSS[1] to 0;

I
FOR ( 0 S 1 < sum of edges in current module )

I
IF ( 2nd·node is not VSS ) TEEN

{
l

VDD[2nd·node] v= ( VDD[1st-node] & connex[1] );
IF ( lst•node is the largest number next to the output

AND VDD back-tracing flag in P·network 1s set )

TEEN VDD back·tracing in P-network;

I
ELSE IF ( lst·node is the largest number AND VDD back·tracing flag in N·netuork is set )

TEEN VDD back—trac1ng in N·network;

I
FOR ( sum of edges in current module > 1 2 0 )

I
IF ( lst•node is not Vdd ) TEENI

{
VDD[1st·node] v= ( VDD[2nd·node] & connex[1] );

IF ( 2nd•node 1s the smallest number next to the output

AND VSS back•trac1ng flag in N•network is set )

TEEN VSS back•tracing in N·network;

I
I

ELSE IF ( 2nd•node is 2 AND VSS back—trac1ng flagin P•network 1s set )

TEEN VSS back•tracing in P·network;

I
I
END Nodal_excitat1on().

Figure 22. Pseudo-code for nodal excitation subroutine.



5.6.3 Fault Sensitization

Results from the previous two subroutines, signal evaluation and nodal excitation, are
applied to the fault sensitization subroutine. Depending on the fault-list type specified, three
alternative procedures are possible within this subroutine. The first altemative, when the
fault-list type is specified by "-l", leads to the generation and use of an exhaustive fault list
for the current module. The second altemative requires the opening and reading of the input
fle list.rec. The specification for this fault-list type is a positive integer that corresponds to
the order of specification of the desired fault list in the file list.rec. The last altemative is
specified by the integer "0", meaning no fault sensitization is needed for the current module.
Regardless of the nature of the fault list, exhaustive or not, the fault sensitization process is

the same and the following general description applies once the fault is identified.
The fault sensitization process recognizes two types of faults, general node-to·node faults

and input short faults. The fault signature for the bridging fault between two nodes, rr and
v, is denoted E,[;r, u], and the fault signature for the input short fault between node it and label
Z is E[;r,£]. Each fault signature indicates which of the w test vectors in a pass test the fault.

Assuming these bit·level operators, '· for logical not, & for logical AND, v for logical
OR, and A for exclusive OR, the fault signature for a node-to-node bridging fault between p

and v for an arbitrary pass is derived as follows.

F„[u„v] =(VDD[u] & V$$[v]) V (VDD[v] & V$$[~])

Assuming, for example

VDDDL] = 1010

VSS[;r] = 0100

VDD[v] = 1100

'
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VSS[v] = 0011

then

F„[;1, v] = (1010 &0011) v (0100 & 1100) = (0010) v (0100) = 0110

So vectors 2 and 3 test the bridging fault between node p and node v.
For an input short fault between node p and the input Z, the fault signature E[j, Z] for the jth

pass is dexived as follows, where xj, is the signal word for input Z during the jth pass.

Elu. Z] = (xj; ^ VDD[#]) & (“ xjg ^ V$$[#])

Assuming, for example

VDD[;1] = 1010

VSS[p] = 0100

then

Elzu, Z] = (1100 A 1010) & (0011 A 0100) = 0110 & 0111 = 0110

The above fault signature indicates that test vectors 2 and 3 test the input short fault between input
Z and node p, and test vectors 1 and 4 fail to test the fault.

For a test set that spans more than one pass, fault signatures of the same fault from all passes

are OR-ed together to determine if the fault is tested by the test set. Two non·equiva1ent faults

will have at least one differing pair of fault signatures. Fault signatures for an untested fault will
all be zero, i.e., a zero value for every vector of every pass. But, as long as one of its fault signatures
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is non-zero, a fault is tested. Based on the number of tested and untested faults from fault lists of
all simulated module instances, the fault coverage for a test set is derived.

A module’s fault signatures in a pass is collected in an r-by-w fault matrix, r being the length
of the fault list, and is written to the output file fault.rec. Each row of the matrix represents a fault
signature in binary form, and each column represents a test vector. All fault matrices for a partic-
ular module instance generated at different passes are merged for test grading and fault diagnostics.
By looking down a particular column of all fault matrices for a module, all faults sensitized by the
particular test vector have "1" entries. If, however, the test vector fails to test any fault in that
module, then the corresponding column would have only "0" entries. Looking across a particular
row of all fault matrices corresponding to a particular module, the test vectors that sensitized the
particular fault have "l" entries, and if all entries of that row are "O", then the fault is not tested
by the test set.

A

For a module instance of Z control labels, the computation complexity of an exhaustive fault
list in this subroutine is O(!2) . The complexity for a shorter fault list may be significantly lower,
depending on the size of the fault list. Pseudo-code for this subroutine that uses the exhaustive fault i

list to explain the general sensitization process is shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24.

5. 7 Summary

The program developed in this research conducts fault simulation of bridging faults assurning
supply current testing, with the option of an exhaustive fault list or a user specified non-exhaustive
list. At present, only the exhaustive fault list option is implemented in the main program. To en-
hance execution speed, computation repetitions are minimized and bit-level parallelism is imple-
mented. One-tirne preprocessing converts user-specified input data into compact structures for the
main program. At the end of fault simulation, the fault coverage is evaluated and fault matrices
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BEGIN Fault_sensitization()
{
SWITCH ( fault·list type )

{
CASE ( £au1t·list type = -1 ):
{
FOR ( O 5 p < highest node number of current module )

I {
' FOR ( (i+1) S v S highest node number )

{
IF ( this is the first pass ) THEN

{
initialize test status, Tn[;4,v]=0;

l
num = (VDD[;«]&VSS[•])v(VSS[„]&VDD[•]);
Fr)[l‘•'] = num}

T¤[n,•] v= num;

l
l

FOR ( 0 5 p 5 highest node number )
{
FOR ( 0 5 ( < number of control labels for the module )

{
IF ( this is the first pass ) THEN

{
initialize test status, Tj[n,/]=0;

l
Figure 23. Pseudo-code for fault sensitization subroutine.
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I ¤¤¤ = (VDD[#l^xj;)&(V$$l#]^*xj;);
Fjl#„!] = ¤¤¤;
Tj[p,f] v= num;

l
l

write the fault matrix to output file, fault.rec;

break;

I l
CASE ( fau1t·list type = 0 ):

{
break;

”

l

CASE ( fault•list type > 0 ):

{
open input file, list.rec;

read the fault list;

fault sensitization;

close input file, list.rec;

write fault matrix to output file, fau1t.rec;

break;

l
l

} .

END Fault sensitization().
Figure 24. Pseudo-code for fault sensitization subroutine (continued).
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I

are available in an output file. The worst case computation complexity in the main program for a
single pass of a module instance with { inputs is O(!2). It is possible that with a fault list that is
of complexity O(¢’) , the single·pass computation complexity can be reduced to O(f).

|
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Chapter 6. Fault Simulation Experiments

The fault simulation program described in Chapter 5 is used to simulate several single-module
CMOS circuits. For each circuit, fault simulation is conducted for different sets of test vectors
generated by both deterministic and random methods. Results are tabulated and presented in this
chapter. All three possible module types, fan-out free GSP, fan-out GSP, and fan-out non-GSP,
are represented. Finally, conclusions about the effectiveness of test sets for switch-level bridging
faults are drawn.

6.1 Objectives and Methodology

Although the fault simulation program allows for circuits with multiple modules, only single-

module circuits are considered here. The objectives of the expeximents are to:

• verify the fault simulation algorithm and its implementation as described in Chapter 4 and

Chapter 5,
• verify the fault generation analysis and test generation method presented in Chapter 4, and
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• compare and contrast the effectiveness of different test generation schemes for bridging faults.

Five single-module circuits are chosen to represent the three categories of CMOS modules, and

the exhaustive fault list generated by the simulation program is used in each case. The character-
istics and fault simulation results for each circuit are presented separately. It should be noted that
some of the results are restricted to the particular transistor-level implementation chosen for the
experiments. The procedure for the simulation of each circuit is as follows.

1. A gate-level representation of the circuit is specified to Mahjong [12] to obtain a test set
based on line stuck—at faults.

2. A switch-level graph for the single module of the circuit is specified.

3. A Minimal Complete Leakage Test Set (MCLTS) is derived using the graph·theoretic
method of Malaiya and Su [31].

4. A Minimal or Near-Minimal test set is hand generated for the switch-level graph using
the method described in Chapter 4.

5. Random test sets that are the same size as the Minimal or Near-Minimal test set and the
gate-level test set are generated.

6. The files in.rec, gate.rec, and order.rec are generated by the preprocessing programs.

7. The fault simulation program is run using each of the test sets from steps 1, 3, 4, and 5.

8. The fault coverage and the fault matrices for each test set are analyzed.

There are two tables presented for each circuit studied. The first table contains pre-simulation
circuit information such as the Boolean function, transistor-level implementation, size of the

switch-level graph, and the deterministic test sets. Simulation results are summarized in the second }
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I
table, which displays the number of faults not tested for each fault type and the overall fault cov-
erage for each test set. Test set sources are listed in the first column, followed by test set sizes in
second column. The next three columns are for the input shorts, general shorts, and transistor

stuck-on faults. The number in parenthesis under each fault type is the number of faults of that
type in the exhaustive list, and the number in parenthesis under fault coverage is their total. Listed
across the row corresponding to each test set is the number of untested faults for the corresponding

I
fault type. The last column shows the fault coverage for each test set.

— Three deterministic and two random test sets are included for each circuit studied. Except forI’ the random test sets, the results for each test set are dependent on the particular transistor·level

implementation chosen. The same test set may yield different results if a different implementation

of the same function is used. The two random test sets are called Random I and Random Il. The
test set size of Random I equals the size of the smallest detenninistic set and the test set size of
Random II equals the size of the Mahjong test set. Whenever possible, ten random patterns are
used for each random test set, and the results are averaged. The mean, u, and the variance, 62, of

untested faults for each fault type and the fault coverage are calculated for the random sets.

6.2 Fan-out Free GSP Modules

Two single fan·out free GSP modules are considered. Their switch-level graphs are shown in
Figure 25 on page 83 and Figure 26 on page 89. The first module is taken from Malaiya and Su

[31]. Table l on page 84 and Table 3 on page 87 summarize characteristics of the two modules,

while Table 2 on page 85 and Table 4 on page 88 present the fault simulation results.

I
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6.2.1 Circuit 1

In Circuit 1, with 6 inputs, there are 8 nodes and 10 edges in the switch-level graph as indicated
in Table 1. Table 2 shows that the exhaustive fault list generated by the main program has 75
collapsed bridging faults: 48 are input shorts, 17 are general shorts, and 10 are transistor stuck-on
faults. Input shorts constitute 64 percent of the faults in the list, and only about 13 percent are
transistor stuck-on faults. At the gate-level, the Mahjong program considered a total of 20 col-
lapsed line stuck-at faults which is about a fourth of the size of the exhaustive bridging fault list.
Both the Mahjong and MCLTS sets have 7 test vectors, and the Minimal set has 6 test vectors;
hence, the test set size of Random I is 6 and that of Random II is 7.

l

Both MCLTS and Minimal sets test all input shorts; the Mahjong set leaves one untested input
short. On average, Random I has about 1 untested input short, and Random II has about half as
many untested. All three deterministic sets tested all of the general shorts. Random II has an av-
erage of 2 untested general shorts, while Random I has an average of 1 untested general short. All
transistor stuck-on faults are tested by the three deterministic test sets. Random I has a mean of
5.6 untested transistor stuck-on faults and Random II has a mean of 4.6. Considering the three

types of bridging faults, transistor stuck-on faults have the highest untested rate, almost 70 percent,
for the random test sets.

Finally, the fault coverages of the deterministic sets are all above 98 percent, with 100 percent
for MCLT and the Minimal sets and 98.67 percent for the Mahjong set. The difference between
the fault coverages of the two random test sets whose sizes diifer by one vector is very small, and
their fault coverages average to about 90 percent. Therefore, there is about 10 percent improvement
in using deterministic test sets over random test sets for this circuit.

The gate-level Mahjong test set has 100 percent coverage for line stuck-at faults, but the cover-
age is 98.67 percent for switch-level bridging faults. The performance of the Minimal and MCLTS
sets are better than the performance of the Mahjong set. The Minimal set does have one less test

vector than the MCLTS set. The improvement in fault coverage of the MCLTS and Minimal sets
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Table 1. Test Sets far Circuit 1

F¤¤¤ü¤¤=f={ (/1+/0>•é + ls + /1-k }’

Descxiptionz Fan-out free, GSP, complex module with 12 transistors and 6 inputs

Switch·level: N = 8; E = 10; L = 6

Mahjong MCLTS L
L

Minimal

101000 101000 101100 n

A 011001011000l

110010 001100
001001 000101 000101

100101 000010 01000141ÜÜÜ0lI
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Table 2. Fault Simulation Results for Circuit 1

Test set Test set Input shorts General Transistor Fault Coverage
size (48) shorts Stuck-on %

(17) (10) (75)

Randornl 11 = 1.1 11 = 1.1 11 = 5.6 11 = 89.47
6* = 0.885 6* = 1.57 6* = 3.44 6* = 22.06

Random II 7 11 = 0.6 11 = 1.7 11 = 4.6 11 = 90.67
6* = 0.788 6* = 1.632 6* = 1.44 6* = 10.66
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over the Mahjong set is less than 2 percent. If a ranked list is used and the untested input short
carries a low weight, then the Mahjong test set could be essentially as good as the Minimal and
MCLTS sets.

6.2.2 Circuit 2

The next circuit, Circuit 2, is another single fan-out free module. It has over three times as

i many transistors as Circuit 1. According to Mahjong, there are 60 line stuck·at faults for the
gate-level description; the exhaustive list of bridging faults generated by the fault simulation pro-
gram is eight times larger. Input shorts make up 65 percent of the exhaustive list, and only 5 per-
cent are transistor stuck-on faults. Both the Mahjong and MCLTS test sets are the same size again,
and the Minimal set is about half their size.

Like the results for Circuit 1, all three deterministic sets tested all transistor stuck-on faults. The
number of untested transistor stuck-on faults for random sets averaged from 23 percent in Random
II to 40 percent in Random I, an improvement of more than 10 percent compared to the results
of Circuit 1. Although the Mahjong test set has 100 percent coverage for line stuck·at faults, its
switch-level fault coverage is 98.99 percent. The MCLTS also has a coverage that is less than 100
percent. The Minimal set, however, has 100 percent fault coverage. With a 40 percent reduction
in test set size, Random I has an average fault coverage that is 5 percent lower than Random II.

6.2.3 General Comments

Based on the results of the two fan-out free GSP modules, the following conclusions are
reached. The exhaustive switch-level bridging fault list is at least four times the size of the gate-level
line stuck-at fault list provided by Mahjong; the difference is larger for a higher transistor count.

Input shorts constitute about 65 percent of the exhaustive fault list, with 10 percent or less being
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Table 3. Test Sets for Circuit 2

F¤¤¢¢i¤¤=f = {K4 -4- 4 + /4-/4) · 4 • (4-4 + 4 ll + I(44·44 + 44 -40- (4« + [I4 -44-44)} }'
Description: Fan·out free, GSP, complex module with 34 transistors and 17 inputs
Switch·1evel:N = 19; E = 26; L = 17

Mahjong MCLTS Minimal
O1l0ll0ll000110l1 lll0ll1l0000ll0l0 0lll0l110ll111l00
ll100ll110l00ll1O 0011110010l0O00l1 10101llll11l010l0
10100l0O1010001l1 11101110100011010 11001110110011101
1l0O1l01l00000l0l l01000llOll0Ol001 lll0OO1ll0llOllll
001l1100l0100001l 01110ll000l11ll10 01111101010011010
000101111000l0O00 0000l000Ol1l01ll0 l1lOll100l11001l0
1110100110l0O0100 0ll01111l0l011ll1 l1101110l0l0l1l0O
11l0Ol0l000001010 h l1l11l1001l11ll00 0ll1ll110l0lOl011
ll10l1ll00001lO10 l0110ll1ll0l01lll I 1011000ll11l0ll10

I

1ll0l1l00O100llO1 _ 0ll0l1l11l1lll0l0 1l0000l1l0l11ll0l
10100011011001001 lOll0lll111l11l00 —
000l00l0ll000l10l 11o01111101o11111 —
11101010000111011
1101011111111011o111o1011001101011ll1110l111001ll1l —
O00l10l0111100l10 1ll11l01010l01l1l

_

00001000011101110 1llll10l0lll11010 —
10100011011101010 11111011111111100 —
1l00100llllllll0O llllll1000l0lll11 —

I
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Table 4. Fault Simulation Results for Circuit 2

Test set Test set Input shorts General Transistor Fault Coverage
size (323) shorts Stuck·on %

(144) (26) (493)

Randoml p = 1.1 p = 14.9 p = 11.2 p = 89.47
l 62 = 0.885 62 = 81.69 62 = 6.56 62 = 22.06

Random II 18 p = 0.7 p = 1.1 p = 5.6 p = 94.56
62 = 1.618 62 = 1.57 62 = 3.44 62 = 4.649
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BB
B transistor stuck-on faults. The number of bridging faults in the exhaustive list is approximately

twice the square of the number of inputs, i.e., 2f?. —

Although the Mahjong test set has 100 percent line stuck-at fault coverage, its coverage for
bridging faults is less. Both the Mahjong and MCLTS sets have the same size and cover all tran-
sistor stuck-on faults even though their fault coverages may not be 100 percent. The Minimal sets
are smaller by as much as 40 percent than either the Mahjong or MCLTS sets, but have 100 per-
cent fault coverages. However, the difference in fault coverages for the three deterministics test sets
is very small. Indeed, if a ranked fault list is used, and the untested faults have low weights, then

B the fault coverages of the Mahjong and MCLTS sets may not be significantly less than the Minimal
set.

The size difference between the Minimal set and the Mahjong or MCLTS sets increases with
the number of transistors in the module, from about 15 percent in Circuit 1 to almost 50 percent
in Circuit 2. In general, the larger the random test set, the better the fault coverage. With the same

test set size as the Mahjong or MCLTS test sets, Random Il has an average fault coverage that is
above 90 percent. Random I, whose size is that of the Minimal test set, has an average that is below
90 percent. Unlike the three deterministic test sets, random test sets failed to cover all transistor
stuck-on faults. In fact, about 70 percent of the untested bridging faults for random test sets are
transistor stuck-on faults.

6.3 Fun-Out GSP Modules

Two circuits, each having a single fan·out GSP module, are investigated. They are Circuit 3,
the complement of the carry function, and Circuit 4, the complement of the sum function of a
combinational 1-bit full adder. The modules are considered individually for the fault simulation
experiments, and their results are combined for the consideration of a fu1l·adder cell. Their
switch-level graphs are shown in Figure 27 on page 92 and Figure 28 on page 96, respectively.
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II
Circuit 3 has three inputs, representing the two bits to be added and one carry-in bit; the same three
inputs are also the inputs for Circuit 4 with the fourth input being the output of Circuit 3. In an
adder comprised of these two modules, the module of Circuit 4 is driven by the module of Circuit
3. Table 5 on page 93 and Table 7 on page 98 show the input vectors for Circuit 3 and Circuit
4, respectively. Their fault simulation results are summarized in Table 6 on page 94 and Table 8
on page 99. Another table, Table 9, combines results for the two circuits to indicate the intra-

I
U module bridging faults for a 1-bit full adder. .

I
6.3.1 Circuit 3 .

For Circuit 3, there are 18 collapsed line stuck-at faults considered by Mahjong, about half the
size of the exhaustive bridging fault list, and they are all tested by the Mahjong test set. According
to Theorem 1 [31], a complex module with ttransistors will have a MCLTS of ( é-) + 1 test vec-
tors, therefore the MCLTS for Circuit 3 has 6 test vectors. However, using the graph·theoretic
method for the test generation of the MCLTS [31], only 5 test vectors, 101, 110, 011, 001, and 010,

can be derived. No test vector can satisfy the conditions for the cut-set { (5-0), (6-0) } such that
the two edges are not conducting and their nodes are connected to the VM and the I/Q, nodes. A
cut-set is defined as a set of edges, removal of which will separate the graph into two parts [31].
The MCLTS is therefore not included in the fault simulation experiment for Circuit 3 and is indi-
cated by " N/A " in Table 6.

According to the discussion of the Minimal set in Chapter 4, a Minimal set for the switch-level
graph of Circuit 3 without fan-outs has 5 test vectors. Since there are fan-outs in Circuit 3, no test
set of that size yields 100 percent fault coverage, and the hand generated test set becomes the
Near-Minimal test set for Circuit 3. An additional test vector is added to the Near-Minimal set to
achieve 100 percent fault coverage and the Minimal set, therefore, has six test vectors. In Table 5,
the test set called Extra has one extra test vector added to the Minimal set.

I
II
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Table 5. Test Sets for Circuit 3

Function: f = {(1,+1,)-1, + (I,•I,) }’

Description: Fan·out, GSP, complex module with 10 transistors and 3 inputs

Switch·leve1:N = 7; E = 8; L = 3

Mahjong Minimal Exim

——Ä———

6
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Table 6. Fault Simulation Results for Circuit 3
Test set Test set Input shorts General Transistor Fault Coverage

size (21) shorts Stuck·on %

(12) (8) (41)

i MCLTS
¤

N/A N/A N/A N/A

E Randoml gr = 0 ir = 0.375 p = 1.625 p = 95.1262 = 0 62 = 0.234 62 = 0.234 62 = 4.465
_ Random II 7 ii = 0 p = 0.25 p = 0.625 p = 97.8662 = O 62 = 0.187 62 = 0.234 62 = 1.544

{
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6.3.2 Circuit 4

The gate-level description of Circuit 4 has three inputs since it is the complement of the sum
function of a 1-bit full adder. The Mahjong set for this gate-level representation has an exhaustive
test set of 8 test vectors and 100 percent coverage for the line stuck-at faults. However, to be con-
sistent with the other test sets for this circuit, a fourth input variable, which is the output of Circuit
3 with the same 3-input vector, is added to each test vector of the Mahjong set. The MCLTS is

also not included in the fault simulation experiment of this circuit. According to Theorem 1, there
are (lg-) + 1 = 8 test vectors for Circuit 4, but using the graph-theoretic method [31] only 7 test
vectors can be derived. No vector can satisfy the conditions for the cut set { (6-0), (8-0) } shown

in Figure 28. Using the method discussed in Chapter 4, the size of the Minimal set is 7 for the
switch-level graph of Circuit 4 assuming no fan·out labels. However, a test set of this size fails to
have 100 percent fault coverage for Circuit 4 that has fan-outs. The Near-Minimal set, therefore,
has seven test vectors and the Minimal set has eight test vectors, which is also the exhaustive set.

The combined results of the intra-module bridging faults of the two circuits, Circuit 3 and Cir-

cuit 4, are shown in Table 9. The Extra test sets are included for the fault simulations of Circuit
3 and Circuit 4 to allow the calculation of intra-module bridging faults for the l-bit full adder.

Results for Set I in Table 9 are the combined results of the Minimal set in Table 6 and the Extra

set in Table 8. Similarly, results for Set Il in Table 9 are derived from the results of the Extra set

in Table 6 and the Near-Minimal set in Table 8. At the gate·level, there are 33 collapsed line
stuck-at faults for the 1-bit full adder. There are, however, a total of 112 intra-module bridging

faults for the two circuits. The exhaustive Mahjong test set that has 100 percent line stuck-at fault

coverage at the gate-level also has 100 percent bridging fault coverage. The MCLTS method is not

applicable for these two fan-out modules.
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Table 7. Test Sets for Circuit 4

F¤¤<=¢i¤¤=f = {</„+!„+é>•/4 + (6%-6) }’
j

Description: Fan-out, GSP, complex module with 14 transistors and 4 inputs

Switch·leve1: N = 9; E = 10; L = 4

Mahjong Extra Near·Minima1

i 97, Chapter 6. Fault Simulation Experiments
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Table 8. Fault Simulation Results for Circuit 4

Test set Test set Input shorts General Transistor Fault Coverage
size (36) shorts Stuck·on %

(25) (10) (71)

MCLTS
¤

N/A N/A N/A N/A

7777—~777777 7IKKRandomlp = 0.25 p = 1.25 p = 2 p = 95.06
6* = 0.187 6* = 0.437 6* = 0 6* = 0.994

Random II 7 u = 0 p = 0.5 u = 1 p = 97.88
6* = 0 6* = 0.25 6* = 0 6* = 0.497

l
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Table 9. lntra·Module Faults for a Combinational 1-bit Full Adder

Test set Test set Input shorts General Transistor Fault Coverage
size (57) shorts Stuck~on %

(37) (18) (112)

MCLTS N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Randoml p = 0.25 p. = 1.625 p = 3.625 IL = 95.09
6* = 0.187 6* = 1.234 6* = 0.234 6* = 4.185

Random II 7 p = 0 p = 0.75 tt = 1.625 p = 97.89
6* = 0 6* = 0.687 6* = 0.234 6* = 1.118

|
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. 6.4 Fan-Out Non-GSP

ModuleCircuit5 is an alternative CMOS circuit design for the combinational 1-bit full adder, i.e., it
combines both the carry and sum modules into a single complex module. Unlike Circuit 4, which
is the complement of the sum function, the output of Circuit 5 is the sum itself. Figure 29 shows
the switch-level graph of Circuit 5. A brief circuit description and the list of test sets are contained
in Table 10 and the fault simulation results are displayed in Table 11.

The number of line stuck·at faults considered by Mahjong is less than a third of the exhaustive
bridging faults. The Mahjong test set used for this circuit is the same set used for Circuit 4, but
without the fourth input variable. Since there are 18 transistors in the circuit layout, the MCLTS
according to Theorem 1 [31] has a size of (ä) + 1 = 10. However, since the circuit has only 3
inputs, the maximum size is 8; therefore, the MCLTS is not applicable for Circuit 5. The minimal
test set method of Chapter 4 is not applicable to this circuit, since the switch-level graph is
non-GSP. Nonetheless, the Minimal and the Extra sets for Circuit 3 are used in the simulation of
Circuit 5 as Set I and Set II, respectively, for comparison purposes. The same random test sets for
Circuit 3 are also used. The fault simulation results show that even the exhaustive test set does not
have 100 percent fault coverage for this fan-out non-GSP circuit.

6.5 Summary

Fault simulation considering [dd current testing of bridging faults for five single-module circuits
ranging from fan-out free GSP to fan-out non-GSP modules has been studied. The exhaustive

bridging fault lists are found to be more than twice the gate-level line stuck-at fault list generated
by Mahjong; the difference is bigger for more complex modules. Transistor stuck-on faults con-
stitute about 10 percent of the faults and are the type of fault that is hardest to detect by random
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Table 10. Test sets of Circuit 5

F¤¤¤ti¤¤=f= {(6+6+61 · 1<6 +6 >-6 + 6-6 + 6 -6-61 1'
Description: Fan·out, Non-GSP, complex module with 18 transistors and 3 inputs

Switch-level: N = 13; E = 18; L = 3

1
Mahjong $61 I Set II

011 011 011

010 010 010 .
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Table ll. Fault Simulation Results for Circuit 5

Test set Test set Input shorts General Transistor Fault Coverage
size (39) shorts Stuck-on %

(59) (18) (116)

MCLTS N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Set I 2 11 2 87.07
SC111 1 1

_

1 90.52
Randoml u = 2.5 ii = 10 u = 2.5 ,u = 87.06

62 = 0.25 62 = 1.5 62 = 1 62 = 0.744

Random II 7 p = 2 p = 8.5 ll = 1 p = 90.09
62 = 0 62 = 0.25 62 = 0 62 = 0.185
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test sets. It is observed that a Mahjong test set with 100 percent fault coverage for the gate-level
line stuck-at faults will also have 100 percent coverage for transistor stuck-on bridging faults.
However, it may not have 100 percent fault coverage for all bridging faults. This is true for all three
module types, fan-out free GSP, fan-out GSP, and fan-out non-GSP. The MCLTS method of
Malaiya and Su [31] is applicable only to fan-out free GSP modules. When applicable, the MCLTS
test set size matches the size of the Mahjong test set. Moreover, like the Mahjong test set, it also

,
covers all the transistor stuck-on faults. Its fault coverage performance is slightly better than the

, Mahjong test set, but it does not guarantee 100 percent fault coverage for all bridging faults.
i A minimal test set can be generated from the switch·level graph of every fan-out free GSP

module, simple or complex. As the number of transistors increases, the reduction in test set size is
more pronounced. As much as a 40 percent reduction compared to the Mahjong test set is possi-
ble. For a fan-out GSP module, the switch-level graph may yield a near-minimal set rather than
the minimal set, the former being a bigger set. The method for deriving a minimal or a near-
minimal test set is not applicable to a fan-out non-GSP module. Even with the exhaustive test set,
the fault coverage of a fan-out non-GSP module may not be 100 percent.

Apart from a smaller test set, the improvement in fault coverage contributed by the minimal test
set is not significant enough to conclude that gate·level test generation is inferior to switch-level test
sets. On the average, random test sets of the same size as the Mahjong test sets have fault coverages
that are about 10 percent less than the Mahjong test sets. As expected, the larger the random test
set, the better the fault coverage.

l[
[I
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, Chapter 7. Conclusion

l

This research studied fault simulation of bridging faults for combinational CMOS circuits as-

suming supply current testing. A two-level circuit model is used where a circuit is partitioned into
connected modules, with an individual module’s structural detail represented at the switch-level.

Fault collapsing techniques are applied to the switch-level graphs to make bridging fault speciiica-

tion simple and fault simulation more efficient. The fault simulation program maintains global

control over the inputs to individual modules and their processing order. A graph-based algorithm
is used locally for the switch-level logic simulation and fault sensitization of individual modules.

This algoiithm calls for only a fault-free logic simulation. Procedures such as fault injection, sim-
ulation of faulty circuits and comparisons of good and faulty circuit results are eliminated. There

is also the flexibility of choosing the type of fault list to use, an exhaustive list, a shorter but more
specific list, or no list at all. Simulation efiiciency is further enhanced by using preprocessing

techniques and parallel processing within machine operations. The results of fault simulation are
useful for test grading, fault diagnostics, and analysis of circuit testability. For large circuits, mini-

mizing the test set size will also reduce simulation time.

This research also considered an optimum test set that has the smallest size among all test sets

with 100 percent coverage for the faults in the exhaustive list. This set is referred to as the minimal

Ä
test set. For a fully complementary module that is GSP and has no fan-outs, the minimal test set

I
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can be determined based on the module’s switch-level graph. For a module that is GSP but with
fan·outs, there is no simple way to determined its minimal test set, but test sets with 100 percent
coverage are still possible. In the worst case, a non-GSP module with fan-outs, even an exhaustive
test set may not yield 100 percent fault coverage.

Results of fault simulation experiments were analyzed and the effectiveness of three test gener-
ation schemes were compared. In all cases studied, the number of bridging faults in an exhaustive
list is found to be at least twice as many as the number of line stuck-at faults from Mahjong for the

• same module. Transistor stuck-on faults constitute the least, about 10 percent, of the bridging
1 faults, but are the most difficult for random test sets to test. The difference between fault coverages

for line stuck-at faults and for bridging faults for the gate·level test set from Mahjong is greater for
the non-GSP module than the GSP modules, about 5 percent for the GSP modules and less than
10 percent for the non-GSP module. A Mahjong test set with a 100 percent fault coverage for line
stuck-at faults will also have a 100 percent coverage for transistor stuck-on faults. At another level
of comparison, the bridging fault coverages for the Mahjong test sets are lower than those of
switch·level test sets by about 3 percent. The difference may not be significant, especially when the
untested faults carry low weights. Random test sets have average fault coverages close to 90 per-
cent, and at least half of their untested faults are transistor stuck-on faults.

The above conclusion is based on experimental results for five single·module circuits, the largest
of which has 34 transistors. Only intra-module faults were examined. Fault simulation studies of
multi-module circuits with more complex modules are necessary to verify the effectiveness of gate-
level test sets or the superiority of switch-level test sets for testing intra-module and inter-module
bridging faults. Another important factor to be included in the evaluation of fault coverage and,
therefore, the effectiveness of test sets, is the weight of individual bridging faults. The fault coverage
for an exhaustive fault list may be lower than that for a shorter weighted list and vice versa.
Therefore, without a reliable weighted fault list, much time may be spent simulating insigniiicant
faults while ignoring those that are critical. Future considerations for the fault simulation program
should include simulating transmission gates and other important CMOS design styles such asPseudo·CMOS.
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This research has developed a switch-level fault simulation algorithm for bridging faults of
combinational CMOS circuits and has implemented the algorithm as a fault simulation program
that is accurate and fast. Although there are limitations and restrictions, the fault simulation pro-
gram explores the potential of a switch-level bridging fault simulator that supports current-domain
testing and performs logic simulation, fault generation, fault diagnostics, circuit testability and test
grading. The analysis of switch-level test generation for bridging faults presents an interesting and
potentially significant approach to test generation for CMOS circuits. In general, the work of this
research provides a base for further research and development of a general switch-level fault simu-
lator that is accurate and fast to meet the increasing demand for quality and reliability control for
CMOS circuits.
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